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Early on a summer's mom.
While the lark was singing sweet,
Came beyond the ancient farm-house,
Sounds of lightly tripping feet.
’Twas a lowly cottage maiden,
Going, why let young hearts tell,
With her homely pitcher laden,
Bringing water from the well.
Shadows lay athwart the pathway,
All along the quiet lane,
And the breezes of the morning
Moved them to and fro again.
O’re the shadow, o’re the sunshine,
Tassed the maiden of the farm,
With a charmed heart with her,
Thinking oi no ill nor harm.
Pleasant, surely, were her musiugs,
For the nodding leaves in vain
Sought to press their brighl’niug image
On her ever busy brain.
Leaves and joyous birds went by her,
Like a dim, half waking dream,
And her soul was only conscious
Of life’s gladdest summer gleam.
At the old lane’s shady turning,
Lay a well of water bright,
Singing soft its hallelujahs
To the gracious morning light;
Fern leaves, broad, and green, bent o’er it.
Where its silver droplets fell,
And the fairies dwelt beside it,
In the spotted fox-glove bell.
Back she bent the shading fern-leaves,
Dipped the pitcher in the tide—
Drew it with the dripping waters
Flowing o'er its glazed side.
But before her arm could place it
On her shiny, wavy hair.
By her side a youth was standing !
Love rejoiced to see the pair.
Tones of tremulous emotion
Trailed upon the morning breeze,
Gentle words ofheatt's devotion
Whispered ’neath the ancient trees j
But the holy, blessed secrets
It becomes me not to te ll;
Life had met another meaning—
Fetching water from the well !
Down the rural lane they sauntered,
He the burthened pitcher bore ;
She with dewy eyes down looking,
Grew more beauteous than before !
When they neared the silent homestead,
Up he raised the pitcher light,
Like a fitting crown he placed it
On her head of wavelets bright.
Emblem of the coming burdens
That for love of him she’d bear,
Calling every burden blessed,
If his love but lighten there 1
Then, still waving benedictions,
Fuither—fuitlier off he drew,
While the shadow seemed a glory
That across the pathway grew.
Now about th^household duties
Silently the maiden went,
And an ever radiaut halo
With her daily life was blent.
Little knew' the ancient matron,
As her feet like music tell,
W hat abundant treasure found she,
Fetching water from the w ell.
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The Pleasantest Creature in the World.
BY MARY A. DEXXIS0X.

Neighbor Atkinson was a sweet-faced old
lady; those who loved her (their name was
legion) called her “ aunty,” and by everybody
fa r and near, she was designated the “ pleas
an test creature in the world.”
‘The pleasantest and most serene creature
in the world,’ said thfi ’squire’s wife, one
day, speaking of her; and carefully adjust
ing her spectacles, she added, ‘I can’t sec
through it.’
‘Easy enough for her to be pleasant,’ ex
claimed Miss F re tt, in her usually slightly
disagreeable m anner, ‘H asn’t she got a hand
some house, two handsome sons, and one
handsome daughter th a t’s going to be m ar
ried to a rich man this day fortnight ? Easy
enough and she gave her knitting-needle a
je rk th a t broke the yam .
‘B ut she might have seen trouble !’ re
m arked the ’squire’s lady, com placently.—
‘.The rottenest apples sometimes make the
sweetest cider, you know ; besides, she hasn’t
been settled here many years, and the latter
p a rt of her life may be the easiest.’
‘M ight have seen trouble 1’ m uttered the
other, not seeing w hat rotten apples and
sweet cider had to do with the subject.
‘N e v e r! seen trouble? W hy, her forehead
is as free from wrinkles as— as— ’ she would
have liked to say, as mine i s ; but remenbering the 'squire’s joke on th a t subject, she
smoothed out her own care lines, and added,
‘as a baby’s.’
‘W ell, here she comes, any w ay,’ ejaculated
the ’squire’s lady, looking down a long, cool
avenue, bordered by chestnut trees, whose
lower limbs were covered w ith clusters of
wild grapes. ‘Now with a little skill, may
be we can learn sonethingof her former life
and mark my word, if A unty Atkinson hasn’t
seen sorrow in hertday, and plepty of it .’
A rather tall, very erect figure came with
a cheerful step, and more than cheerful smile,
towards the pleasant portico where sat the
two ladies busy with their work until now.
The ’squire’s lady had arisen, and her portly
figure nearly covered the small grayish win
dow, and its provence rose bush th a t grew in
a huge pot underneath. The other also stood
w ith knit brows, and fussily adjusting her
k n itting needles, looking now and then at
A u n ty Atkinson with less frigid frown, until
a t length she held out a meagre hand th a t
was clasped with a pleasant warmth in that
o f the handsome looking lady.
•Now, you’ve come to spend the afternoon,
I know,’ exclaimed the squire’s lady, pok
ing her fat hands under the bows of her vis
ito r’s green calash, and rapidly untying them.
‘S it right down in this big easy chair ; I ’ve
been w anting a good long talk with you, this
g reat while. K itty ,’ she continued, deposit
ing the calash in the hands of the servant
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girl, ‘tell John to have the table carried in poor husband. W ith some assistance o f the i as I ’d orter, but if I was to have another | off,’ I replied, by this time completely sobered, cessaries till other means fortunately reached
A Live Coloxel. I dined with a Colonel yes
to the arbor, and we’ll take supper there. neighbors we were made comfortable, and wife, I ’d love her better than I have E in ’ly 1
her.
Monsieur will take it off then.
terday. As we drew camp-stools to the hardI t ’s so pleasant,’ she continued, turning to after three months of illness my husband got
‘ I have not my implements with m e.’
In answer to the clerk's inquiry as to what bread box which served as a table, he remarked,
------- ;
~
clue he had to direct him in his search, he re “ Had you been here an hour earlier, I should
‘ Here is all monsieur can need.’
aunty, ‘ to take tea out doors in such balmy round again. A ll our savings had been s p e n t/
M y ste rio u s A llie u tu r e .
A complete and beautiful set was produced plied :
be able to offer you new potatoes, tomatoes,
air as this.’
his illness had thinned our customers, a n d '
, T
.
W ithout another word I took off my coat, rolled
‘ My mother marked you, sir, although you cucumbers and blackberries.” “ Do you find
I really didn’t intend to stay ,’ said aunty, our house was in an unsafe, as well as m e le -,
PariSi during the rcign of £ ouis p h u . up my sleeves, and proceeded to the work ; the walked off so quickly ; and the description of it possible to procure such luxuries?” said I
with her twinkling smile ; bu t since you seem
gant condition. Well, we got over th a t, too; 1lipe, acquiring great proficiency in the art of poor sufferer fainted under the painful opera the color of your eyes and hair, and of your “ My cook, that black fellow there, attends to
bent upon it, why 1 will, I couldn’t find a my health became established, so did th a t of , surgery, met with a t least one strange, curious, tion When all was finished, ono of the men height, arc correct. Furthermore, she heard all that. j\nything ol the sort that can be had
pleasanter place th a t I know.
your companion call you ‘ Bill,’ and 6ay some at the Landing, no matter bow fabulous the
uiy husband, and we were once more, w ith-and exciting adventure, which we now record said to me in a low, anxious tone,—
thing about the w h arf; so I concluded you price, he gets for me. He actually foraged
‘ Will ho survive?’
I t did not take long to set three tongues G od’s blessing, independent.’
j in his own language ■
‘ With careful attention and nursing, I think must be in a store on the w h arf; so I ’vo been two or three miles beyond tho lines night
agoing; there was plenty to talk about.
‘Surely; nothing came after th a t!’ exclaimaiu naturally as fondpf adventure in rcaliinto
every store on the wharves where there before last, and brought in a load of apricots
ho
w
ill.’
A unty’s sous and aunty’s daughter, the « t h .
L d j w ith gre, t caroestncss. : »
i K i
‘ Thanks. Monsieur le docteur will write were any Williams, and overhauled about two and blackberries,” “ It must be handy to
quire’s ‘rheum atiz’ and the little pet lamb
‘W ait a moment, said aunty, softly
‘I ficient explanation of how I so readily became down all necessary instructions.’
dozen ‘ Bills,’ but didn’t run alongside the true have him in the family,” I remarked, as I ad
that died yesterday and was buried under
Pen, ink and paper being furnished me, this Bill ’ till I found you, sir. There,’ concluded mired the brawney black arm just then stretch
lost a beautiful babe after that. I gave him : connected with the mysterious affair I am about
the peach tree in the garden, aunty’s daugh up to heaven ju st as he seemed to have w in g -: to relate.
I proceeded to do. When all was completed, a the sailor, ‘ th a t’s my yarn, I felt I could not ed across the table taneath my eyes. “ Yes,
ter so soon to change name and station.
ed his way down into my arms. O, th a t boy
One night, while returning late to my lodg- heavy purse was placed in my hand, and the rest easy till I thanked you—and th a t’s what I he is worth g o ld ; I shall keep him with me
called to do. My old mother is well provided while the war last, unless I should sooner have
‘Don’t you feel bad to have her taken was so lo vely! I miss the visits to his grave *n2 fmm a convivial party, where I hud drank mask said—
‘Monsieur 1c docteur will not forget his oath ?’ ) for now, and I ’m second mate of a ship. God a chance to send him to my wife. He would
from you? queried Miss E re tt, drawing h er since I have been here,’ she murmered ; ‘we 11 S°,od manY bcaltbs ia a .e°°d deal of very
‘ Not very likely to, with assassination in bless you, sir 1 I ’ll never forget your name, and fight for me at any m inute.” “ Where did
-. with
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sauntering
along
one
of
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solemn countenance to the utm ost limits of planted it
g umerousl^ namcd
ys of t?ic
not
may you never know what it is to be poor.— you pick him up ? “ About eight months ago
prospect,’ Baid I.
sympathizing sorrow.
Boston Commercial Bulletin.
me another child, throwing a sigh from her ,rom tbo botel D ie u -th e oldest hospital in
‘ Enough. Cornel’
when we were on the Potomac he came into my
‘Uh, 1 don’t know as I do, very,’ replied heart, ‘and he, too, was a good and lovely p aris, and by the bye, one of the best in the
I followed my conductor down into the crypt
camp—brought some valuable information right
aunty, with that ever merry twinkle ; ‘she babe. I t was a year after he was born, I world—as I was sauntering along the quay, 1 again, and then, in total darkness, was led
T he E xtext of the Chaxge.—Crossing yes- from Richmond, which, by the way, was dis
loves the man she is going to m arry, and ho sat a t my window looking out on a calm I say, humming a tune, and by way of variety, through a succession of long, narrow passages, I terday tiie threshold of a palatial jewelry store credited, and did us no good. I liked his looks
loves her. H e has enough to keep her in night. The babe slept in his cradle, and I thinking over some ol the stories I had heard alternating with stairs, the same as before—but I on Chestnut street, we observed at the counter and appropriated him. You should see with
comfort, even elegance ; and i f the poor was musing on my happy condition, when I ° r Persons being assasira.ed in this vicinity not ending where I began ; for a door was atI a man accompanied by an overdressed female what chagrin and discomfort be watches me
- U ?
J
• j
.<?
and thrown into the river, which I could sec last thrown open, and I suddenly Tound myself: paying for a §1000 set of diamonds he had then turn over to my sick in the hospital a nice batch
thing gets along without her m other’s trials, ,i
three shouts came up under the window,‘fare, ro„ ing along before me> a woaian> c,uakcd anJ in a dark, narrow street. I heard a slight | purchased. The buyer of the glittering trin- or .rarities be has brought me a t infinite
I shall be very thankful. I f troubles come,
lire, lire.
lh e n the red names shot r ig h t, hooded, brushed past m eat a quick step. As I elick behind me, and on looking around, was i kets, less than a year ago, had as little prospect trouble. Lately lie has got into a habit of
why, she must even them as I have.’
out underneath me, and again came a start- \ had not heard her until I saw her, and had be- greatly surprised to find rnysell standing alone, of owning a 31000 set of diamonds as inheriting biding away a part, and then surprising my
Thes quire’s 1 idy cast a trium phant glance ling sh o u t; ‘A tkinson’s shop is on fire 1 The lieved myself alone in that particular locality, beside a church, and only a blank wall where I the fee simple of all Golconda. The gems were table with it, when I think it has all gone to
towards M iss.F rett; the latter smiled incred room swam round, my presence of mind do- 1 felt my blood quickened to a slight start, and I expected to sec a door a t least. The stones dulv
duly disnosed
disposed UDon
upon the Derson
person of his companion.
companion, the Hospital Steward.”
That was what had become of the vegetables
ulously, as she asked :
sorted me, and I fainted. W hen I came to 'K'2an 5” m utter>as I searched tor my knife, were all alike, as far as I could see, and nothing and consigning the empty casket to his pocket,
to indicate an opening of any kind. And yet tiie parties walked out. How is trade? we asked lost from my dinner by my late arrival—they
‘P ray, w hat do you call trouble, A unty consciousness, I found myself lying on the tba ?? " caPon carrle .
. . . . .
n
.
i r ii i
i j
.
i
‘ If you were a man now my tine lady, in I had cither come through that wall, or else I of tho proprietor, as he led us back into the bad been turned over to the Hospital Steward.
Atkinson ?’
floor where ! feU drenched with w ater and stead of a woman, as you arc -G o d blesi the was dreaming. Was I dreaming? I was not store, beaming with smiles.
I wonder how many such Colonels there aro,
‘The worst trouble, and the hardest to get
quite sure, though the purse that had been put
‘Trade,’ said he, ‘with us, was never better— officers who scratch their own palates and rasp
stiff with bruises. The firemen had been 8CS collectively_I _’
over, is the loss of kindred,’ replied aunty, there, and in their zeal, not noticing my intheir own throats with liard-tack, in order that
rarely as good.’
Here I stopped, because she did, wheeling into my hand felt very heavy.
smiling serenely, in return for Miss F r e tt’s sensible form, had stepped upon m e; my ;round, facing me, and looking as if she were
Well, thought I, this will do for one night,
Wo marveled. He called our attention to his sick privates may be blessed with the softer a r
. .
at any rate ; and now, like the Dutch burgo long row of show cases’ in which the stalk was ticles ?
little show of sarcasm. ‘I have lost many arms, my shoulders were black with t h e ! taking iny dimensions.
This Colonel is a model soldier as well as
friends!’ she added in a lower voice, her marks of their feet, where was my b ab e? I
* '* ve *ee*' “ *.no alld a bab *n boots,’ said I, master in the play, I will go home and think, manifestly meagre, and from which very many
model
man.
“
You
still
have
769
men
fit for
I
was
some
distance
from
the
Seine
;
but
I
costly
gems
that
w-e
had
known
by
sight
had
eyes instinctively turned towards heaven, crawled to the cradle to find him gone. The !tbo ,'V1DC, "!a iS
£atl‘C- T S ? ; ‘ i™ ight
duty ! You iiave been fortunate.” “ Well,
of the sm onhterin. ™ l . holm,
J one hundred and fifty-five, including dinner; soon found the river, and, in less than half an i now disappeard.
‘but (this thought makes me happy and con smell
smell of the smouldering coals below (for age, say twenty-live inoro or less generally hour after, my lodgings also, which 1 reached . « A year ago,’ said the dealer iu jewels, ‘ our I had over 12UU to begin with. I have lost
tented to stay ) I am every d ay drawing
they had succeeded in stopping the progress
ju st as day was breaking.
1stock was so large that we trembled to look at only about SO in battle. What has become of
nearer to those I loved, who have only ‘gone of the flames,) anxiety for the safety of my more ; and mighty good looking ior a man of
I went to bed and went to sleep, and sle p t' it. We had sets of diamonds, pearls, opals, the others I scarcely know ; they melted away
my size.’
before.’ ’
till
noon,
and
then
got
up
and
counted
my
rubies and emeralds costing us large sums, in spite of me.” “ But, then Colonel, those
husband and child, and my inability to move,
Here I put my back against a convenient
Quick springing tears obscured the merry overcame me again, and again 1 fainted. post, and began to whistle—the woman all the money—fifty Napoleons in good, hard, heavy, whose sale we looked upon as hopeless until n a you have left aro veterans, worth, upon a
twinkle for a moment, but, as suddenly the When once more recovered, 1 was lying o n time apparently eyeing mo closely. Then she yellow gold. ‘ W ell,’ said 1 ‘ if my last night's tional order was restored. Now they are near batttc-field, two sucli regiments as you brought
smile shone through.
came toward me, and said in a low, sweet voice adventure was a dream, I only hope and pray I ly all gone. We have sold six sets to-day, and upon tho peninsula,” I ventured to say, speak
a comfortable bed in the house of a friend,
may keep on dreaming so every night.’
3IOO was the lowest priced one among them ing a little triumphantly, as expecting credit
‘W e were wondering,’ said the ’squire’s my babe beside me. Then I learned that —at least, I thought so then :
for a discriminating remark. Not a bit of i t !
But what was all this mystery? what could all.’
‘ Will monsieur pardon me?’
lady, ‘if ever you had any sorrow of any my husband had been badly burned, and I
The Colonel hit back sharply. “ No, Sir.—
it
mean?
Pshaw!
why
trouble
my
brain
about
‘And the buyers?’
‘ Of course 1 will, mademoiselle, sinco you
kind— Miss E re tt and I ; th a t was ju st be had come near perishing; for the house took
‘The buyers are all, or nearly all new faces. You’re mistaken—you’re mistaken ! These are
don’t owe me anything, and are not likely to ,’ it since probably I should never know ?
fore you came. She said ‘no’ with confi fire again in the middle of the night, and, said I, thinking myself uncommonly civil,
On taking my breakfast—or dinner, if you Our old customers we scarcely ever see, except good men. I will put them in comparison
dence, and the reason was, because you were with several others, was totally consumed which was all owing to the very good wine I 0,10080 at the Cafe do l’ortoni, I looked over they come fur some trifling purchase, or bring with any in the army ; but, I tell you, I ’d
I “ l0 columns of the Monitcur universcl, and their watches to be put in order. So far from rather go into battle with 350 such men as they
always so sunshiny and so happy looking. but th at barely au hour before th a t I had had drank
' 1 Is monsieur a doctor?’
!suon f°und Myself deeply interested in the de- buying from us, they oftener come with request were a t Yorktown, than with tho 700 I could
Now, do tell us if you have had trouble— been searched for and found insensible.’
: tail of the astounding assassination of Madame for the purchase back of gems bought from us lead ontto-day. Then they were fresh, full of
I have th at honor, mademoiselle.’
anything deep and abiding?’
vi/n, fit for a bayonet charge, tit to storm works
‘And how did you feel th en ?’ snapishly
‘ Not quite equal to Monsieur Blandid, but , ,, ’ a well-known favorite of the king of years before.’
‘N ot abiding’ said aunty, softly. ‘D o n 't inquired Miss E rett.
still a surgeon at your service.’
' ,tbe b,reDcb' „ Uer aPar ‘n>ents had been entered
‘ Who are your present best customers?’ wo over them or through them—their very momen
you know the Scotch have a saying, th at
tum would have carried them through stone
•
Monsieur
is
an
Englishman,’
she
said,
perby
ab
a
n
d
°
f
ma“boJ
g
^
s
m
s
and
the
lady
asked.
‘U nspeakably happy th a t four precious
‘the morning blinks sometimes on heavy lives were spared ; my children’s, my hus cciving from my accent that I was a foreigner. I ?tabbed. 111 be5 bed", Uer dying screams had
‘Ju st such persons as those you passed on walls. Nu'.v they would stand all day and be
shot a t ; more than that, I believe they are
brought
assistance,
but
not
sufficient
to
secure
clouds, but it shuts it ecu on a clear starryentering
the
door.
Army
speculators
aud
con
I am, said I, elevating my head with au
band’s and my own,’ replied A unty Atkinson
the ruffians, all of whom had escaped, through tractors are now spending the money. I t comes anxious for another set-to with the rascals;
night!’ And so ‘trouble abideth for the night, with a reproving look.air of pride
one had been shot and carried off by his com easily; it departs upon wings equally rapid. but, sir, tiiey are not capable of the fresh‘ The Englishmen are brave.’
but joy cometh in the morning.’ Thus with
These reverses dampened my husband’s
panions.
One hundred thousand francs reward Contractors indirectly, oftimes, pay for their rushing valor that throbbed all through them
‘ Some of them, mademoiselle.’
my heavy afifietions— they could overshadow
four montiis ago. Physically, they are not ca
was offered for the apprehension and conviction contracts.’
spirits considerably, and for years he toiled
‘ And they are also gallant.’
my blessings only for a little while. Now, along, while we lived w ithout luxuries of any
pable, and their hope deferred has sickened
of
the
ruffians,
or any of them.
‘Pay fur their contracts?’ we asked.
‘ They possibly have that fault, if fault it is,
shall I give you an outline of my history ?’
‘ O hio! said I to myself, ‘ I think I know
‘Not always directly, but generally by a pres their first holy passion—that passion for their
kind, and with hardly convenience. My especially when a pretty woman is in the case.’
‘D o,’ cried the squire's lady, delightedly,
ent other than money. By grateful contractors, country and their country’s battle-fields which,
Here my fair unknown, as if without think something !’
daughter was boru in the midst of our deep
But I said it only to myself. Neither the who desire to exhibit their sense of obligation used, would have finished this war long ago.—
nodding a t the same time to a respectable est poverty.
I wondered, then, how we ing, so clever was the art, pushed hack her hood king of the French, nor any of his subjects,
to the friends who influence the contracts, the One clean victory, every advantage of which
man servant in reply to some mute gesture;
showed me, by the dim light of a neigh-1
should raise her— a little sickly thing deli and
boring lamp one of the swrotesL p rettiest most I ?vas avc,r lnadu, wiseE ° f "V knowledge. I 'never most liberal purchases of jewelry are made. In shall be pushed, would relight that same fire,
the nod meant. ‘Yes, Cole, put the silver on; cate from her birth. B u t she lived thauk
• - ................. „„„„
heard that either ol the assassins was ever ar good times we had many customers who spend and, except in physique, they would be like
aunty is a distinguished visitor.’ The man
themselves in those better days.”
God 1— lived to my co m fo rt; lived to aid me
‘ Monsieur is a doctor, a surgeon, an English rested; but to this day I believe I was made as little as three, five or teu dollars. We rarely
and his snow white apron disappeared, and with her own hands.’
The Colonel rose aud lighted a cigar. He
man, and a brave and gallant gentleman, there fifty Napoleons the richer for shortening the leg sell a customer now less than a fifty dollar dia bad spoken vehemently, with emphasis and
Miss E re tt leaned her eyes over her hooked
of
one
of
them.—Edinburgh
Journal.
mond
or
set
of
jewelry.’
A unty grew silent, and the ’squire’s lady fore monsieur will come with mo and save a
gesticulation,
and now lapsed into a quieter
nose, th a t she might look narrato r and n ar
We bowed our thanks for the manifestly ver
was perplexing herself with conjecture as to suflercr's life by his great skill.’
mood, saying that he seldom talked in such a
rative clear through, while she was evidently
‘ Of course 1 w ill,’ said I, steadying myself “ B u t th e G re a te s t o f th e se is C h a r itable information, walked away in a brown strain.—Exchange.
the noble farm and handsome house which
study. The reader will follow copy or other
ity .”
prepared to listen to a few commonplace
the A tkinsons owned in the village, when the by the post, for the wine tiad somehow been in
wise, as best pleases him.—Philadelphia North
afflictions, chastenings of the flesh rather n arrator, after a few thoughtful moments, re  creasing its power over me since leaving my
Wuo was he ?—A capital story is told us of
An incident in the life ofa young man in this American.
friemds.
‘
Of
course
I
will,
mademoiselle—
than the soul.
an old farmer in tho northern part of this coun
sumed her story.
city
came
to
our
knowledge
the
other
day,
only too happy to serve such a beautiful crea
ty,
who had been “ saving u p ” to take up a
‘I was born,’ began aunty, ‘in a splendid
Five years ago,’ she said, ‘ju st qg we were ture—pon the honor of a Frcnehifield English which, from the spice of romance it contains,
A Methodist preacher, whose liearers wero in
mansion on the banks of one of Conueticut’s struggling to keep the boys a t school (we gentleman chirurgeou 1 Pray lead the way, as well as an illustration of what a vast deal of the habit of going to sleep over his preachings, mortgage of 3-000 held against him by a man
nearer
the sea siiore : The farmer had saved
good a slight bestowal of charity sometimes bought a tin whistle, and one Sunday, when
loveliest rivers. My father was the oldest could not think of sending them to college,) mademoiselle.’
up all the money in gold, fearing to trust the
son of a revolutionary soldier, and very my husband saw a chance notice in a dailyhe saw a goodly number under the somnoles- banks in these war times. Week before last,
‘ Will monsieur be so k ird as to take my does, makes it worthy of record.
As the young clerk aud a friend were passing cent influence, he drew forth his whistle and
wealthy. I was nurtured in luxurious ease, paper, calling attention to the relatives of arm ?
he lugged down bis gold aud paid it over, when
Monsieur was so kind—monsieur would have hastily through Broad street, one chilly day in blew a shrill shriek. In an instant the whole
and had only one brother, Lester. A t the
one John Atkinson, and requesting an atten  done almost anything he had been asked just November, a lew years ago, they saw standing congregation was awake and upon their feet, the following colloquy ensued:
“ Why, you don’t mean to givo me this
age of eighteen, I was pronounced handsome
near the corner of India 6treet, as they turned staring a t the minister, at each other, and won
dance upon a certain lawyer as soon as pos then.
32000 in gold, do you ? said the lender.
and accomplished. I t was a t a ball to be
Twenty paces or so brought us to the steps to go down the wharf, a poor old woman, thin dering what in the name of humanity, is to
sible. H e went, and the result was, he
“
Yes, certainly,” said the farmer, “ I w ^
given on my eighteenth birthday th at I was found himself a rich m a n ; the old gentleman of one of the ports leading down flito the Seine. ly clad, in a calico dress, tattered bonnet and come next. ‘ You’re a set of smart specimens
afraid of the pesky banks, and so I've been
shawl, holding on her arm a small basket, in
to conic out. I remember every article of
having owned immense estates in the W est My fair unknown descended, and so did'I with which were a few uninviting looking apples, of humanity, ain’t y o u ? ’ said the divine saving up the money in yellow boys for you this
whistler, as he slowly gazed around on the as
out asking wherefore. If she had jumped into
my apparel; my dress of pale blue satin, my
long tim e.”
, Indies, aud he being his nearest and most
. xi
in
white silk sbppcrs, my wreath of h lic s - o h , d ire c th e i in llerited ° 1L g ;DCU th
God ‘^ ' X ^ t c r her probably
H i S . I should have which she vainly offered to the hurrying pedes- tonished assemblage. ‘ When I preach the
“ All rig h t,” responded the lender, “ only I
triaus
that
passed
her.
Her
stockiugle&)
feet
Gospel to you, you all go to sleep ; hut the mo thoughtyou didn't take the papers, th a t’s a ll.”
’t
though,
and
what a happy girl I was
l
ii
j
-i
i
jum pea in alter uer. ..ueuiun
thrust
into
old
slippers,
and
a
tew
threads
of
t
f ii r
■
i has blessed us more than we deserve. We —
1...1.1..
.i,„.
r...
„
ment I go "to playing the devil you’re all wido
proliahly that accounts for my not being a
“ Take the papers ! No, sir ; not I. They
I was standing before my m irror, my ser- 1
,
1 1 .
1
white hair scattered over her forehead, she awake, up and a coming, like a rush of hornets
, ,
0 ,
, J
\ -1 ,
have known only plenty and gracious!mess drowned doctor to-day.
have gone on so since the w ar’s been agoing
nts about me, when I grew frightened at <•
,■ ,
, ,
1
J
°
Well, as she and I reached the stairs above stood shivering in the keen searching wind, as with a pole iu their nest.’
from his hand.’
that
1 won’t iiave one of the d—lish things
a great noise— confusion below stairs and
our two clerks drew near.
‘B u t how can you wear so clean a brow,’ the wash of tho river, a boat rowed by two
about. But the money is all right, isn’t it ?”
‘ Poor old woman!’ said one as I10 approach
above, shrieks, cries of despair, and all the
The body of a middling-sized man contains a
men
rowed
up
to
us
;
before
1
exactly
compre
“
Yes,
all right, 32000 in gold. All right,
asked the squire’s lady, replacing her spec
hended what was doing, or how it was done, I ed the poor creature, and with a sudden im pound of phosphorus, which, if in a free state,
various sounds of woe and discord. From
tacles, and taking up her neglected needles, found myself seated on one of the thwarts, my pulse lie plunged his hand into his pocket, and and inflamed, would burn him up, and every here's your note and mortgage.”
the top of our great staircase we could easily
And well he might have called it all right,
‘after so many years of sorrow.’
own angel beside me, and the boat rapidly go grasping every cent it contained, threw it into thing around him.—Exchange.
as the premiu 111on gold that day was 22 per cent,
overlook the hall; and standing there, what
her basket. The old woman's 1 God bless you ’
‘Because, 1 always felt th a t ‘all things ing somewhere, still rowed by the two men.
‘ Can’t he,’ says the Hartford Times-, ‘ we and his gold was not only worth tho face of the
do you think I saw ? Both father and moth
followed
him
on
the
frosty
air
as
lie
rapidly
know lots of old bachelors and antiquated
would work together good to those who love
‘ Whew,’ thought I, ‘ hero is an advantage
er lying lifeless on the floor— dead— drown G od,’ replied the dear old lady ; ‘th a t afflic-1 whether I will or no. Ur. I .-------- , you gouty passed away. His companion, who witnessed maidens who haven’t even phosphorus enough bond, hut .§4-10 besides, enough to have paid for
his village newspaper for himself and posterity
ed !’
tions spring not from tho ground but are sent wine bibber, you have probably made an ass ot the act, ejaculated a t the moment of its per in 'em to make a malch.'
for a t least three centuries. It pays to take
Miss Frett, gave a nervous little scream; for our good. Besides, 1 strove to be m o st! yourself and are now going to have your throat formance :—
tiie newspaper.—Norwalk Gazette.
‘
Bill,
you're
a
fool
to
throw
money
away
on
At a debating society the other day the sub
the squire’s lady suspended her knitting, and a d „ i s , . h e . „ ,,s , I was i . r i . u h l . ; , o !
street hepgars.’
ject was :—‘ Which is the sweetest production,
cried breathlessly, ‘that was trouble.’
Mrs. Partington, in regard to second m ar
‘ Perhaps I am ,’ said the other, ‘ but I could
trust H im most when H is providences weie \v eji}
t00 iate t0 whine or repine now, and
‘Never shall I forget i t !’ resumed aunty, darkest ; to walk under the cloud w ith the not a word !’—did I say, rather liking it than not help i t ; she may he an imposter, but I a girl or a strawberry !’ After continuing the riage, says that ‘ where a woman has once mar
argument for two nights, the meeting adjourn ried with a congealing heart, and one that beats
folding her hands. There were the guests staff o f faith in my hand, till God pleased to ; otherwise, all except the murdering part, which ^lo not believe it .’
ed without coming to a conclusion—the old
flying from different rooms, all richly attired , show me sunlight. W hich would you love I hoped might be a mere fancy of my own, so
The next day tiie matter was forgotten, and ones going for the strawberries, and the young responsible to her own, she will never want to
enter the maratime state again.’
wringing their hands, shrieking with horror, best— the child th at fawned while you ca- really fond was I of adventure. We were not indeed might never have been remembered ones going for the girls.
and the lights streaming from open doors. ressed, and grew cold, revengtul and ansry i Qany minutes on the river and during that again had it not been brought to mind in the
Alice Carey has written Four as beautiful
Ax E ditor’s Accomplisumext.—A t a late lines as can be found in the English language:—
• . 1 .•
.
*l .
i ! time we shot along past houses, under bridges following m anner:
My parents had been standing on a bank- at. your ju
st chastisement, or th a t one who and aiullI1g river ciaft with great rapidity, not
The next summer, one day, as the young
made insecure by late, continual rains; it receives all things with meekness and sweet ■a Word being spoken. Suddenly we ran into a man was busy over his ledgers in an inner printer’s festival in Boston the following capi
• Among die pitfalls in our way
gave way, and they fell a fearful distance in  submission, whether good or evil (seemingly low, dark arch, and soon after came to a spot counting room at his employer’s store, he was tal toast was given : The editor—The man that
The best of us walk blindly:
is expected to know everything, tell all he knows
to the deep waier. The shock was agonizing; evil to him,) a t your hands !’
So man, be wary, watch and pray.
summoned
to
the
outer
office
by
the
messago
i in some place, so far as seeing was concerned, I
and guess at the re s t; to make known his own
And
judge your brother kindly.”
that some one wished to see him. Going out, character, establish the reputation of his neigh
I sank in a fainting fit, aud my reason was
The squire’s lady was silent.
I could have told myself from a barrel of ink.
not restored for weeks.
‘Some people can bear everything, but I
‘ ^'ot a word. monsieur le doctor, your life ho saw waiting a tine looking sailor, iu nauti bor, and elect all candidates to office, to blow
“
W
hat
fish
is
like a learned pig ?” asked
cal costume, who eyed him closely as he ap up everybody and reform the world ; to live for
‘I was m arried at twenty-four, bringing can’t nor I never s h a ll/ ejaculated Miss , d^ euda uPun’’ &aid a low>ster“ wbisPer in
the Ichthyologist of the Boston Gazette the
proached.
the benefit of others, and the epitaph on his other morning. “ Don’t know,’ was the re
my husband a large fortune— and my broth ^^5 5 ’.
a’n
nature.
I' ‘ I am as dumb as a post,’ said I ; ‘ more so
‘ Did you wish to see me, s ir? ’
tombstone : ‘ Here he lies a t la s t;’ in short, ply. “ W hy,” said he,“ 'lis a tau t’og, isn’t
er travelled abroad after completing his stud
‘ Is your name W illiam ---------?’
‘N either was it in m ine; neither can it be if anything. If you hear me speak before you
he is a locomotive runner on the track of pub it ?”
ies. In two years my husband failed; my
‘ Yes, sir, th a t’s my name.’
in any, till purified with th at spirit which the are ready, blow my brains out—that is, what
lic notoriety ; his lever is his pen ; his boiler is
house went, and we were penniless. M ean
‘ Blue eyes, light complexion, stands straight, filled with ink ; his tender is his scissors ; his
divine One wore,’ returned A unty A tk in so n .: few 1 have left.’
Ax E xplaxatiox—“ Papa ’’said my bright
while, unpleasant rumors were rife about my 'B u t sec how gloriously the crimson of flic
‘ Silence! you are a brave man, will not be speaks quick,’ said the sailor, half soliloquising. driving wheel is public opinion ; whenever he eyed little girl to me one day ; “ I believe mam
poor brother. One day after my second al setting sun falls on the chestnut trees. ’
harmed, and will he well paid for your trouble.’ ‘ Yes, you must be the man, you look just like explodes it is caused by the non-payment of ma loves you better’n she does me.”
most overwhelming trial, a ta ll, emaciated
subscriptions.
•Yes, and there is Cole to say supper is , ‘. dbaab J'““- a11 » g b t i and bcmK aU right it ,’ said the tar.
I confess to doubts on that subject, but I
‘ Ju st like w hat?’ said tho young man, a
, ...
,
,
. 1 .1 J
1as Davy Crockett used to express it, go ahead.’
figure crawled up to the mean house to which
concluded that it was not best to deny the soft
ready
in
the
arbor,
rem
arked
the
more
prao'i’hif/
wa8all
tlic
w
lk
ofthf
winc.
bj
was
get.
little
surprised.
Those who are iond of green corn during the impeachment. She meditated thoughtfully,
we had retreated, and where my husband lay
‘ Why, I ’ll tell you. Overhaul your log and
sick. I t was my poor brother, dying with tical lady ol the ’squire, as the honest face of ting sobered up pretty fast, and almost wished tell me if you recollect seeing a poor old woman, winter do not know that it may be preserved about it for some time, evidently construing
by packing it tightly in casks or barrels and
the servant appeared.
myself sale in bed in my lodgings, but thought
consumption. H e had the misfortune to love
about ten months ago, shivering with the cold covering it with brine strong enough to keep my silence as unfavorable to her side.
‘No ma’am ,’ said Cole, with a practiced 1lC be?t- t0 ,c arrJ ° ut Hly previous sangfroid.
“ W ell,'said slieat last, I s’pose it's all right;
the gaining table, and he had lost all, and ru  bow ; ‘I ’ve come to tell you th a t K itty ’s
‘A
surgeon, so far as coolness is con- on Broad street, and trying to sell a few apples cucumbers. The corn should be taken with the you’re the biggest, and it takes more to love
ined his health.’
, ,’ ,
7 ,
,
•' 7..,
■ ; , corned,’ I heard whispered from one to the to keop her from starving, aud you throw a husks on. Corn thus prepared, if kept covered you.”
broke
the
great
chany
bowe
of
the
squire
s.
other.
dollar
and
a
half
in
silver
into
the
basket
and
with brine, will keop in good order for a year
•Oh dear!’ exclaimed the squire’s lady,
‘O, my goodness 1’ cried his mistress, with
>Home follow as I lead, and remember !’ said walked on—you did, didn’t you—you can re or more, and will ho sufficiently fresh for the
vehemently.
“ Call that a kind m an?” said an aetor,
member it, can’t you !’ said the sailor, with fe table when boiled.
speaking of an acquaintance, “ a man who is
‘I sold all my jewels,’ continued aunty, a face of absolute distress. ‘I ’d rath er most-1 that stern whisper again, and a t the moment a verish anxiety.
away
from his family and never sends them a
and they procured comforts for the sick— that an y th in g 'd happened. W h at shall I do ? ■strong hand took hold of mine.
Somewhat staggered by the questioner’s anx
Tomato P ickles.—Slice green tomatoes and
was all. A t last, my husband regained his W hat a loss 1 The squire’ll turn K itty off’to - 1 I arose, stepped from the boat to some stairs, iety, it was a moment or two before the young p u t them iu salt water for three or four days. farthing ? Call that kindness.”—“ Unremitmorrow. I t docs seem as if I should die ! went up the Bteps, and through a long, narrow
;
kindness,’’chuckled
a wag.
man could collect his thoughts, when he re Scald them in alum w ate r; then place a layer
health, went diligently to work, and in tim e
we owned a neat and commodious house with th at g ir l! I ’m ju st the uvluckiest be- Passage, and then down some stairs, and plied that he did recollect throwing some change in the bottom o fa ja r and sprinkle on a little
Y man-of-war's man, lately returned from
in the world ! To think !— th a t bowl has (tbrouSb another long, narrow passage, and into a poor woman’s basket, but that the cir sugar, allspice and cinnamon ; put in another
sea, was riding in the ears a day or two since,
again. My brother, in the meantime, linger 1
■ .. r
. c
, ! then up and through, and down and through,
layer, and sprinkle as before, and so on until and at ono of the stations was observed regard
ed along, suffering most fearfully; but, thank been in the family for twenty-five years, and; til, ! h‘u artily pray° d ’r mightBoon get through, cumstance had passed out ot his memory.
the jar is nearly tilled, and then cover them ing two young ladies on the platform very at
‘
Ah,
but
she
hasn’t
forgotten
!’
said
the
the
earless
jad
e
roust
go
and
break
i
t
.
She
and
aq
j
bu
jn
a
darkness
that
might
have
God, before he died be became ‘as a little
with scalding cider vinegar.—American Agri tentively. Presently he exclaimed; “ Have the
child,’ and fell asleep trusting in the merits migbt ju st as well have broken my h ea rt ; been cut with a knife, so to speak, and in si sailor, warmly ; ‘ but do you recollect what the culturist.
women got so lazy that they must have bags to
for I-r-’
lence that death itself might have been satisfied man that walked with you, said ?’ he inquired.
of the Crucified.
‘
Why,
yes,
now
that
I
recall
the
circum
carry their hair in ? ”
with.
She paused meeting the merry twinkle,
‘I t was the second day after his funeral
stance,
1
think
1
do.
He
said
‘
Bill,
what
a
A t last we entered an underground place,
This war has proved that the United States
that a great storm came. I t was the most strangely mixed with a glance of sorrow, in that seemed to be a large crypt, as I hastily sur fool you are to throw your money aw ay.’ ’
A man whose marriago had been published
have moro military resources, and can put in
terrible tempest 1 have ever witnessed; hurl A unty A tkinson’s eye- In confusion, she veyed it by the light of a flambeau that a mask
‘ That proves it ,’ said the sailor joyfully ; the field greater armies, than any other nation in a paper with his name wrongly spelled, call
ing strong trees from the ground, and send tried to apologise.
ed figure held in his hand. Other masked fig- and dashing his hat on the floor, I10 siezed the on the earth. It lias proved that the United ed to have it corrected. He said he was one of
‘A h, said A unty, shaking her head, urcS! an ;n b[aek gowns or dominoes, were astonished young man by tho hand, with a
ing them across roads and meadows. O ur
States government has no friends among the tliat class whose names never appear in a news
little orchard, our grapery and hot house, ‘where the treasure is, there will be the h eart standing beside him, and a glance at my guide hearty grasp, saying :
governments of Europe, and furthermore that paper but twice in the course of their lives—
also.’
showedliim
habited
and
masked
in
the
same
‘ God bless your soul, sir ! you saved my it needs none. It has proved that the genius once when they were married, and again after
were thoroughly demoralized. I sat in my
manner. The girl was not present.
mother's
life,
you
did—I
knew
you
must
be
and mechanical skill of American inventors is their death. As he could not see to having the
Tho
squire's
lady
was
silent;
she
felt
the
re
chamber with my first born, then only a fort
‘ Monsieur le chirurgeen,’ said a stern voice, the m a n / said he to the astonished clerk, ‘ the as remarkable in war as in peace.—Scientific name given correctly on the last occasion, he
night old, clasped closely to my bosom. buke, and no longer wondered why the calm
was very anxious that it should bo right on the
moment
I
set
my
eyes
on
you.
Why
bless
your
aloud,
‘
swear
by
your
honor
as
a
gentleman,
American.
There was a great crash; and looking up brow of her friend was yet unwrinkled, the
first.
you will never reveal aught of this night's ad rrenevous heart, that poor old woman was my
ward, almost stupified, I saw the frowning soul unshaken. A ll her life she herself had venture—of what you have seen or shall see— mother,’ said the sailor, a big tear a t the same
A Newport News correspondent writes :—
heavens, while the rain poured furiously on been fighting for and grieving over trifles, of what you have heard or shall bear—of what time running over his brown check.
A seven year old boy on being reproved by
“ Whatever may be the designs of tho rebels his parents fur using profane language and di
my unsheltered head. The th ird story of while aunty had fixed her eye solely on heaven, you now know or shall know.’
Drawing his guest aside, the clerk learned
for the recapture of Norfolk, you may be sure rected to ask God's forgiveness, retired to his
the house was completely taken off". I was and the storms of adversity were all under
‘ I swear never to make the slightest revela that he was second mate of a ship now in port ; their friends and sympathizers in that city, are
thoroughly drenched— the babe I protected ; her feet. H appy are you, reader, if you ‘go tion while I remain in France,’ said I.
that he had been searching for iiis mother’s ready to cooperate, despite oaths of allegiance, room’ and was heard to say: “ O God, 1 am
1Enough. Secret assassination will be the benefactor for nearly three weeks upon almost or any other moral or civil obligations. There very sorry I used that naughty word, and won’t
and, to crown all, my husband was brought and do likewise.’
penalty
if
you
break
your
oath.
Now
follow
every
wharf in that part of the city ; during is sumo loyalty and a good deal of disloyalty say so any more; but please hurry and make
in a moment after, with a broken leg, against
us.’
his absence the winter before, he had been taken there. Confederate notes pass freely, rebel me hurry to grow up to be a man’ and then I
which, as he was hastening home, a young
A certain preacher in Iowa once took the
I
was
conducted
up
stairs,
two
or
three
flights,
sick
in
a foreign port, his mother had met with songs are sold, women gather up their skirts can swear as much as I want to’ like pa’ and
tree had been hurled by the wind.’
text, “ husbands, love your wives.” H aving into a small and elegantly furnished apartment, misfortunes, and had heard nothing from him,
nobody will notice what I say.”
‘D ear, dear, dear,’ ejaculated the ’squire’s proceeded to a great length on the main sub in one corner of which was a bed, and on the and was deprived of the provision lie had made as they pass our officers, and [children hoot at
lady, with most profound sympathy, ‘what je ct he arrived a t his application, much out of bed a young man, with face as white as a sheet, for her support during his absenco ; th a t, ex them for Yankees and Hessians.”
I t has been ascertained that the man who
did you do then ?’
“ held on to the last ” was a shoemaker.
breath. P ausing a moment to wipe the and groaning a t every breath. One of my mys pecting to hear from him she managed to eke
“ You would be very pretty indeed,” said a
terious companions turned down the coverlet, out an existence, till the chill month of Novem
‘Yes, what ?’ echoed Miss F rett.
sweat from his brow, he glanced towards
gentleman patronizingly to a yorng lady, “ if
‘The best I could, my friends,’ continued Em ily, (bis wife) and began as follows:— and showed me a leg completely shattered at ber found her without food, fire or clothing, your eyes werea little larger.’’ My eyes may
In Taunton, the first moral maxim impressrd
aunty with a smile. ‘I deserted my cham “ Now, bretbering, we sartainly don’t love the knee, evidently by a pistol or musket ball. and had driven her to. the street to procure be very small, sir, but such people as you don’t upon the youthful mind is, “ Dead gently with
them ; th at the handful of change which the
‘ Well, monsieur?’ said an anxious voico.
ber and went down stairs, where lay my our wives as we’d orter. I don’t love E tn ’ly
the
H erring.”
‘ There is no help for it—the leg must come young man threw into her basket prooured ne- fill them 1”

issued a year ago, I do not regret. Great
changes must mature in public opinion before
they can be safely carried out. Extreme mea
sures, to be justified and to be effectual, must
often be preceded by long-tried conciliation.—
Yet in national emergencies it may be danger
ous to disappoint as to anticipate public opinion.
And 1 confess my fears for the result if decisive
measures are longer delayed.
Stand where we are we can n o t; and to go on
is less dangerous than to retrace our steps.. Wo
ought never to have proposed emancipation
with compensation to loyal slave owners, nor
declare to the disloyal, as by law wc have, that
their slaves shall be liberated w ithout compen
sation, if we did not intend to follow out the
policy we commenced. We have incurred the
odium: let us reap the benefit. Nor-do I per
ceive how we can free the slaves of the rebels,
yet reasonably expect to retain slavery in the
border States, even in case they persist in refus
ing the offer of the President. Having inter
vened so far, extirpation of slavery, the only
effectual policy, becomes the safest also.
•
•
*
*
*
*
*
I t is not the question whether a paper dec
laration, easily issued, will or will not bo fol
lowed by a thousand practical difficulties. The
uprooting of an ancient and gigantic abuse
always involves such. Nor should wc bo called
upon to predict in advance (for who can entire
ly foresee ?) how each of these will ultimately
be solved. The true question is, whether
greater difficulties, even insuperable ones, do
not beset any other policy. Pressed home as
we are to avoid obstacles is impossible. Wo
can but select the least formidable. The lives
of the best of ua are spent in choosing'between
evils.”

F ernandina, F lorida, Ju ly 18, 1862.
T h e C onventions.
The Spirit of TnE R ichmond P ress.—The Tw o B a th Y a n k e e s R a is in g th e B r i t 
P e r so n s L e a v in g th e C ou n try to E s 
is h L io n .
D ear Sir :—I notice by the last papers from
The Republican and Union Democratic con Richmond Enquirer publishes the documents of
c a p e D r a ft to b e A rrested .
the North, which, by tho way, are not “ swift ventions for Knox county assembled in this the Confederate Government threatening retal
The gentlemen named in the following ac
W ashington, Aug. 8.—The following order
winged messengers ” for us, that there is a city last Saturday, the former a t the City Hall, iation on account of the action of Gen. Pope, count, are well known to the people of this
S a tu rd a y , A u g u s t 1 0 ,1 8 0 2 .
call for 300,000 more troops, and a fear ex and the latter in Atlantic Hall. The proceed and assumes a sanctimonious, whining tone city, who will be generally gratified to learn has just been issued by the W ar D epartm ent:
pressed that there might be a backwardness on ings of the Republican convention we publish over the necessity which, “ under the lights of the successful result of their enterprise. We
W ar D epartment,
i
S. M. PETTINGILL & CO., No. 37 P ark Row , N kw
Y ork, and No. 6 State Street , Bosson, are our Agents
Washington City, D. C., Aug. 8,1862. $
the part of the hardy yeomanry of the North, in another; column. The proceedings in A t wisdom,” prompted Jeff Davis to raise the find it in the White Plains Clarion, which pa
for the Rockland Gazette, in those cities, and are authorAn
order
to
prevent
the
evasion
of
military
iied to lake Advertisements and Subscriptions lor us at
in responding to th at call. Do wo ask ourselves lantic Hall were decidedly inharmonious. The black flag. The idea has been shocking to a per says:
our Lowest rates.
and for the suppression of disloyal prac
“ The British iron steamship Karnak, 1,000 duty
for what we are contending ? W hat our true convention was organized by calling Mr. Smart people who look to such a high stand of honor
tices :
8. R. NILES, (successor to V. B- Palmar,) Newspaper
position is and what the exigency of our pres to the chair, and a large committee was ap and chivalry as the Southern men, but there tuns, wrecked four months ago on a coral reef
First.
By direction of the President of the
Advertising Aacnt. No. I Scollay’s Building , Court
near the Bahamas, was left in the bottom of the
S treet , Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements
ent situation? The United States government pointed to confer with tho Republican conven wbb no help for i t ; the protection of the aged ocean by John Bull, abandoned and declared a United States, it is hereby ordered that until
for this paper, at the rates required by us.
lurther
orders,
no citizens liable to be drafted
tion.
Subsequently
Mr.
Smart
and
his
friends
and
young
against
Yankee
murderers
and
their
total loss. After lying there for months, in
is, and for nearly a century has been the only
into the militia Bhall be allowed to go to a for
really Republican form of government, where were outnumbered by the wing of the party atrocities compelled the step, and the Enquirer habited by fish and turtles, two enterprising eign country ; and all Marshals, Deputy Mar
“ L e t m y P e o p le G o 1”
the expressed will of an intelligent majority is led by Mr. Gould, who obtained the control and believes tho Christian world will justify its young men from Bath, Maine, bought the shals and Military officers of the United States
Looking at the moral aspect of the scene
wreck, a short time ago, for $825, thinking
law ; and where the great object of government organization of the convention, and appointed a skull and cross-bone banner raising. Trusting they could “ fish up” that amount of old iron are directed, and all police authorities, espec
which eihibits to us four millions of the human
from her. John Bull pocketed the $825 and ially at the ports of the United States on the
that
the
decision
of
the
Confederate
W
ar
De
is “ the greatest good to the greatest number,” second committee of conference. The portion of
race in bondage in a country which boasts the
seaboard and on the frontier, are requested to
with ono exception, negro slavery, with which the convention led by Mr- Smart then withdrew partment will “ bring the madmen a t Wash thought Jonathan greener than the sea weed see that this order is faithfully carried into
most perfect form of free government on earth,
for making such a purchase.
effect and they are hereby authorized and di
ington
to
their
senses,”
and
enjoining
the
utter
the
United
States
government
has
no
constitu
and
adjourned
to
rooms
in
the
Kimball
Block.—
A few days afterwards, to his astonishment,
and seeing th a t government assailed by a for
tional right and no wish to interfere. And The Republican convention failing to make any impossibility of trying to consider Gen. Pope lie saw a steam tug towing into Naussa a large rected to arrest and detain any person or persons
midable and desperate rebellion, having its
about to depart from tho United States in vio
shall we see this great nation dismembered and agreement with either of the committees ap in any shape within the pale of humanity, tho black monster, that looked for all the world lation of this order, and to report to Major L. C.
causes in a state of society which is the off
like a first class iron steamship, Bomewhat the
separated
into
petty
states
or
sovereignties
pointed
to
confer
with
it,
proceeded
to
make
article
in
the
Enquirer
goes
on
to
say
:
spring of this iniquitous system of human
worse for rust and seaweeds, but otherwise as Turner, Judge Advocate at Washington City,
which shall ever be scourged by sectional ani its own nominations, placing three Democrats
“ We take the occasion to say th at the Pres good as new. Could he believe the sight of for further instructions respecting the person
bondage, we cannot fail to be impressed with a
mosities and continually waging war upon each upon the ticket. Mr. Smart had declined a ident is also demanding redress for the out his own eyes. ‘ H it was astonishing,’ he said. or persons so arrested and detained.
certain parallelism between the terrible strug
Second. Any person liable to draft, who
other? for Western men have given us ample re-nomination as candidate for Sonator before rages of the enemy in other quarters. Govern Can that be the Karnak rcsurrectionized by shall absent himself from his country, or State,
gle in this country and the ancient plagues of
ment (although captious critics 6eem not to un
evidence that, let the Mississippi river be closed the convention, and the Kimball Block conven derstand it) has to act with dignity and with those two Yankees after lying three months in before such draft is made, will be arrested by
Egypt—between the repeated warnings which
the bottom of the sea ! Sure enough it was.
any Provost Marshal or other United States or
to them as often as it may, they will as often tion adopted the nominees of the Republican certainty as to facts. To obtain these facts
These two young men, Messrs. Kimball and
this country (North and South) has received
cut their way out, though its waters ru n red convention as their candidates, passed resolu sometimes occasions what seems to bo delay: Arnold of Bath, Me., who bought the wreck State officer, wherever he may be found within
that the hateful and anomalous institution of
the jurisdiction of the United States, and con
with human blood. Shall we see th at form of tions supporting the war, recognizing the ser but the people may rest in full confidence tjiat for $825 had explored her with submarine ar veyed to the nearest military post or depot and
slavery was sapping the foundations of the re
whatever is proper to be dono will be attended
government, transmitted us from our ancestors vices of Gen. Berry and other Maine officers, to by our Government with all dispatch con mor, plugged up her holes, pumped her out, placed on military duty for the term of the
raised her to the surface, took her into the
public, and the repeated Jhdgmcnts sent upon
and purchased w ith, and consecrated by tho and endorsing Jameson for Governor, and ad sistent with the natnre of the duty. Wc have nearest port, have rigged her with sails, as a draft, and the expenses of his own arrest and
Pharaoh, after which he still “ hardened his
conveyance to such post or depot, and also the
sacrafice of even life and all they held near and journed. The Atlantic Hall convention made authority for saying that communications were bark, at an expeuse of $4,000 more, and soon sum of $5 as reward to the officer who shall
heart ” and would not let the oppressed go out
sent to the Lincoln Government, some weeks Bhe will be in New York, when after putting
dear and which we have every reason to believa its nominations fora full county ticket, present
from under his heavy hand—between the voice
since, respecting the execution of Rumford at in a new boiler, (the rest of her machinery make such arrest, shall be deducted from hia
T h e N in e M o n th s’ M en— D ra ft o r
the best in existence, which has made us all we ing Messrs. E. K. O’Brien, of Thomaston, and New Orleans, and other outragescommitted by being good) she will be worth $75,000 to p a y -.
of God to the Egyptian King and Ilis voice
E n lis tm e n t ?
Third. The writ of habeas corpus is hereby
are, and placed within the reach of every ffm . II. Washburn, of Rockport, for Senators. Yankee Generals; but no reply has yet been $100,000 at least.
which has, in like words, long spoken to the
suspended in respect to all persons arrested for
The quota of Maine in the new draft for
received. Another demand has recently been
The cost of raising and repairing the steam disloyal practices.
Messrs. Farwell and Starr, the candidates of made in regard to them, and the additional
South, and now speaks to the nation amid the 300,000 men is 9G09, as stated in an order from man the means of becoming respectable and re
ship being more than three-fourths of her C06t
EDWIN M. STANTON,
thunders of conflict and out of rivers of blood, the W ar Department received by Gov. Wash spected, sacrificed to the caprice of the most the Republican convention for the Senate, have atrocities perpetrated by the Lincoln officials in to her new owners, they are entitled to an
Secretary o f War.
tyrannical institution the world has ever known ? our hearty support. Mr. Farwell is too well different parts of the Confederate States. A American Register from the Secretary of the
saying—“ Let my people g o !”
burn, the regiments and companies to be organ
short
time
has
been
given
the
Federal
author
Treasury.
These
two
Down
East
Yankees
be
the very quintessence of feudalism—for nothing kuown in the county and State to need a word
Morally, the radical Abolitionists have al ized w ith same number and rank of officers as
ities within which to reply before orders will
G REA T BATTLE.
else is the slaveocraoy of the South. Shall from us. Mr. Starr is a gentleman of uncom be issued for the execution of the measures nec long to that class whom Richardson the pro
ways been right, although they have hastily volunteers. Tho draft will be made about the
slavery Democratic member of Congress from
that form of government not only become a promising loyalty, good ability and sterling in essary for tho repression of these outrages Illinois called in his speech tho other day at
E n g a g e m e n t o f G e n e r a l P o p e w ith
condemned what was good, becaiftc it was not 1st of September (not earlier) and each drafted
byword, but every Northern man be considered tegrity. The other names on the ticket are also.”
Indianapolis “ Yankee Norway Rats,” whom
th e R e b e l J a c k s o n .
swift and powerful to right what was wrong. man will be allowed five days within which he
There appears to be much doubt in the rebel he said it would be a shame to have go down
a coward by those rotten monarchies, and that well known, and Messrs. Howes and W hite at
Their fault has been that, burning with hatred must take his place as a soldier or provide an
H eadquarters Army of P otomac, >
aristocracy of western Europe, whom our Repub present efficiently fill the positions for which mind as to what has been the motive of Mr. South and occupy the broad acres of the slave
holding rebel gentlemen. Success to such en
against a great iniquity, they have forgotton able-bodied substitute. The statement publish
Six miles from Culpepper, Aug. 6. )
Lincoln in approving the policy lately entered terprise.—Bat/i Sentinel.
lican institutions have caused to tremble and fear they are nominated.
th a t “ the mills of God grind slowly,” and ed in the papers that volunteers could not be
A battle was fought yesterday between Gen.
npon—whether he has been forced into it by
for their own existence? Shall those men, the soBanks and Stonewall Jackson.
have not been content “ to labor and to w ait ” received under the call for nine months’ troop6
P eterson’s Magazine for September is receiv “ the rabid Northern mob,” or whether his
F rom R ichmond D irect.—The New York
called nobility of Europe, who have been ever
Gen. Bayard, of Gen. McDowell’s corps,
for the processes of Providence. They have was entirely unofficial, and was a construction
ed, with a chartuing engraving, entitled “ The despair has prompted that policy of confiscation ; Times has the following information from two with his cavalry brigade, had been engaged the
watchful for material from which to manufac
been fired with one great duty ol the American of the order which will undoubtedly not be sus
Little
Mischief-Maker
”
and
the
usual
attrac
and this doubt is accompanied by the anxious English citizens recently returned from Rich day before in tho extreme advance, near tho
ture slander, not only with regard to the
citizen, but have been apt to be blind to others, tained by the action ol the W ar Department.
Rapidan river, skirmishing and maneuvering,
tive variety of contents.
inquiry whether or no—he being frightened by mond, after a sojourn of five months :
United States government, constantly predicttaking some prisoners, and ending with a slight
whose observance was necessary to the good In a despatch to Gov. Andrew of Massachu
“ They received passports from the British loss, in baffling the efforts of a large force to
ing th at it could not possibly exist a century,
N
orth H aven.—A correspondent a t North the manifesto of Jeff. Davis—he will recede
of white and black men alike. But we are setts, Secretary Stanton intimates that volun
Consul on the 26th ult., a t Richmond, and
was without foundation and without strength, Haven informs us that the citizens of that from it. The hope is tliat ho will ; but the went to Petersburg, where they waited for a surround and cut him off.
every day strengthening in the conviction— teer militia will be received, “ especially if it
Yesterday morning he was engaged for some
threat is, that if he will not, the punishment llag of truce which was to carry some North
hours before Gen. Banks came up, and with
and it is a conviction which wc think is fast will hasten the arrival of the troops.” Gov. but also the American people collectively and town held a legal meeting on Monday of last
individually, now triumph over us ? Forbid it, week and voted to pay a bounty of $200 to of refusal will be of a double character. The ern prisoners through their lines, but after four regiments of cavalry, the 1st P a., 1st Me.
gaining ground with all classes of loyal Washburn has asked the authorities a t Wash
Almighty God ! Sooner let the spirit of our each person who Ehould enlist to form a p art of Examiner places a very low estimate on the waiting some three days they were disappoint and 1st R. I., delayed and embarrassed the en
American citizens—that the time is now a t hand ington that cities and towns may raise their
ed, as Gen. Lee sent word that the roads were
venerated fathers return from their quiet rest that town’s quota of volunteers. The quota of popular reason for endorsing the confiscation out of order for travel. The true reason, emy’s advance.
when emancipation has come to be right— proportion of the quota by bounties to volun
The rebels under Jackson and Ewell, had
however, was that the rebels were busy in crossed the Rapidan in force, and their ad
and
pointing
with
the
finger
o f scorn a t us, North Haven is 10 and six had been enlisted policy, as the annexed extract will show :
when it will be the duty of the government to teers, to be received as, and subject to the rules
“ The order of Pope, commanding the arrest Bending away their own troops to make attack vance guard, 15,060 strong, attacked General
their
degenerate
sons,
cry
“
shame
on
such
when
our
correspondent
wrote.
lay the hand of power upon this chain which and regulations of, drafted men, and doubtless
of all citizens who refuse to take the oath of on Gen. McClellan’s camp, which they were Banks yesterday afternoon, about six miles
degradation.” And will not our mothers and
has so long manacled the limbs of the genius the desired permission will be received.
^■ E ngine Company, No. 3, of Bangor, vis allegiance is a part of the policy of the plunder very anxious to conceal.
South of Culpepper Court House.
our
sisters
catch
up
the
watch-word
and
make
which the North has now unblushingly inaug
The Richmond papers, in common with the
of American Freedom and strike it off forever.
The fight was almost wholly with artillery at
This being the case, cities and towns may,
ited this city on Thursday, on a pleasure ex urated and proclaimed. They know that not rest of the Southern papers, have kept very
that most noble of ail sacrifices by sending forth
first, but infantry became engaged at about six
There arc many ponsiderations which seem to undoubtedly, proceed to enlist volunteers to fill
cursion. They came in a vessel and were ac one in a hundred of the Southern people will quiet lately, on the subject of balloons, ns o ’clock, and a determined and bloody contest
those
held
most
near
and
dear—their
hardy
and
us to point to the expediency, necessity and their respective quotas, and to offer bounties
accept the oath, and their object in exacting it used by McClellan’s army on the Potomac, but followed.
companied by a band of music.
is to force the inhabitants of invaded districts they have one themselves now, as our inform
duty of such a course. Some of these will be either by subscription or municipal action,— robust sons and brothers—to battle nobly for
Gen. Bank’s right wing, under Gen. Wil
to flight, in order that the field may be left ant saw it inflated in Richmond, in the presence liams, suffered severely.
A ris to c ra c y V e rs u s P o p u la rG o v found forcibly set forth in a letter upon, the We are in favor of this plan, as it is tho most the cause of humanity and the perpetuation of
open
to plunder. Indeed the policy of outrage of many of the rebel Generals. I t was manu
e rn m e n t.
Rebel position was in the woods, while the
policy of emancipation recently addressed to equal distribution of the burden, and affords our much-loved institutions ? or will they see
factured in Petersburg, and arrived in Rich troops which attacked them were obliged to
We wish th at the following article, from the and brutality which they have put in practice
the Secretary of W ar, by the distinguished some suitable compensation to those who shoul them crawl in degradation on the soil where
everywhere is designed more to forward their mond on the 29th ult. They say now that cross an open ground.
Louisville Courier, the organ of the Secession schemes of plunder than to forward any other they will be able to cope with the Yankees in
Democrat, Hon. Robert Dale Owen, of New der the musket in behalf of their fellow-citizens. their heroic fathers intended they should
I t was not till about 6 that it become evi
walk in all the grandeur and independence of Democracy of K cntuky, could be read in every purpose. The Yankee is not by nature a tyrant aeronautic strategy.
dent the rebels were attacking in force. Pre
York. We make the following extracts :
It is well enough with the citizen having the
In Richmond, the Union feeling shows out viously to that there had been a rather desul
and oppressor ; but he is the most avaricious
meeting
in
the
free
States,
called
for
the
pur
freemen, acknowledging no man master or su
being in the human shape. For riches, his but seldom, yet there is a spark of love yet
“ I am not an advocate of revolutionary means to choose, that he should be obliged to
pose of raising recruits. I t shows, says the nation have become a nation of liars and swin left for the old flag, which needs but the pres tory affair.
short-cuts out of a difficulty. 1 am not in fa serve without any bounty, or pay for a substi perior. And are we acting wisely if we per
The whole rebel force suddenly attacked ia
Transcript,
the
real
spirit
of
the
Southern
lead
dlers ; for riches he will murder, steal and com ence of a victorious Union army to call forth. overwhelming numbers at all points.
vor of violating the Constitution by way of es tute ; but in consideration of those (composing form not our whole duty? and that, a t the pres
All
the
necessaries
of
life
are
(rightfully
dear,
mit
every
crime
;
and,
of
course,
it
has
result
ers,
and
the
insolent
contempt
of
the
North
out
caping danger. There m ight be immediate ad
ent time shall we wait till England and France,
Nearly all their regiments had full ranks.
vantage, but the precedent is replete with peril. the most numerous class) who, if drafted, have emboldened by our inaction and the decreaso of of which the rebellion sprung. The journal ed that, for the sake of plundering a great and still on the increase. In cotton prints,
At 7 1-2 o’clock Gen. Pope arrived on the
community of wealthy people like those of the there is little to be had even at $1 per yard, field from Culpepper, accompanied by General
Could slavery have been abolished by northern not means of providing a substitute, and must
from
which
it
was
taken
was
removed,
as
our
South, the Yankee race will eagerly apostatize as they have been compelled to use every kind McDowell, with part of McDowell’s corps.—
action while peace yet existed between the in many cases leave families who need all their our armies, will feel th at they can place the
North and South, without a violation of the exertions, to serve Tor the pay of drafted men, iron heel of despotism on the neck of our Re armies advanced, from Louisville to Bowling from the tenets of the Declaration of Independ of calico, even to chintz bed furniture to make The battle was substantially over—Gen. Bank3
Constitution? in other words, w ithout a revo
publican institutions? and then farewell to Green, and from Bowling Green to Nashville. ence, and out-IIerod even the Austrians in shirts with which to clothe their troops. The holding the same ground he occupied at the
lutionary act? Clearly not. Can slavery be those who are to stay at home should be wil that equality of civil and religious liberty During the period it was published in the lat their relentless rigor of the despotism they im following list of prices will servo to show the beginning.
state of the city : Coffee $2,50 per pound ;
pose upon the victims of their rapacity.”
eradicated now, in war, without such violation? ling to add something to the compensation of
After the arrival of Gen. Pope there was an
butter, $1 per pound ; sugar, 70c. per pound ; artillery contest, continuing a t intervals until
I f emancipation be necessary to ensure the per those who do soldier’s work for them in the which has so long been the pride and boast of ter city it announced that philosophy of the re
every American freeman. And are we willing bellion which we quote below. Can any
E ngland and Canada.—Tho London Times, tea, $16 to $20 per pound; Irish potatoes, nearly 12 o’clock.
manent peace and safety of our government,
and if we are willing to pay to all loyal slave field. Let our people, then, again make the that our children and onr children’s children, i Yankee read it w ithout feeling his blood tingle, which a few months ago highly commended the 50c. per q u a r t; cabbages, 75c. to $1 per head ;
The night was unusually clear and the moon
shirts, none less than $6 each ; boots, from
owners a reasonable price for their slaves, clear needed exertion, and patriotically give of their when inquiring whence has departed the glory J and w ithout a desire to answer its assertions by
Canadians for their prompt resentment in the $20 to $30 per pair. Gold is worth 125 per full.
ly, yes.
means to compensate, in some degree, those of this mighty nation, shall be referred to us the logic of tho bayonet ?
Rebels planted a battery against McDowell’s
Trent affair, now coolly turns the cold shoulder cent, premium in Richmond, in Confederate center, where Gen. Pope and Gen. Banks were
For no principal in law is better established who make the sacrifices required of the soldier.
of the year one thousand, eight hundred sixty“ This has been called a fratricidal war by upon them, in discussing Canadian defence, as bonds or Virginia bank-bills.
than this, that when important public inter
bringing them both under the tire.
Volunteers for the nine-months’ force will two as the unfaithful stewards of their birth some, by others an irrepressible conflict between
Almost every drygoods store or tobacco ware
ests demand it private property may be taken
The Generals and their staffs were so near
follows:—
house is filled with the sick and wounded from the rebel lines, being actually in front of their
at a fair appraisement, for public use. The doubtless be raised much more readily than en right? Who would notrather sacrifice life in this freedom and slavery. We respectfully take
“ We will not carry this heavy and listless their late battles on the peninsula, but all re
opening of a street improving a city, the run- listments for the war under the previous call struggle than leave such a foul blot upon his issue w ith the authors of both these ideas. We
own
line, that a sudden charge of rebel cavalry
are not the brothers of the Yankees, and the mass upon our shoulders. Let the Canadians ports as to the prevalence of any epidemic are was made from the woods, a quarter of a mile
of a railroad, are field in this and other civilized
countries to be objects of sufficient importance have been made, although, viewing the pres memory ? or who would not rather regret th at | slavery question ss merely a pretext, not the be well assured that if they do not make imme untrue. The reported evacuation of Richmond off apparently with a view to capture them.
to justify what the French law calls ‘appropria ent indications, of vigorous policy on the part he had but one life to sacrifice in such a noble cause of the war. The true irrepressible con diate provision for raising such a force as will is premature.
The attempt was repelled by a vigorous fire
Our informants have both been threatened from McDowell's troops, and the Generals and
tion foicie pour cause a' utilile publieque.’ But of government there is much reasou to hope cause ? And have we any time to lose ? Would flict lies fundamentally in the hereditary hos make the presenco of our soldiers something
of importance how utterly trivial is the open that tho war will be ended in less than a year. it not be far better to immitate the example of j tility, the sacred animosity, the eternal antag more than a useless sacrafice of valuable life, with imprisonment by the authorities on ac staffs left the ground under a cross fire from
public opinion in this country will imperiously count of their refusing to take the oath of al the rebels and our troops.
onism between the two races engaged.
ing of a street or of a railroad compared to the
Many will regard a season of “ soldiering ” the South—not th at it is necessary to take every 1 The Norman cavalier cannot brook the vul require their withdrawal ; and let them further legiance to the Confederate States, but as they
preservation in its integrity of the greatest re
The fire of the rebel batteries was afterwards
consider
in what position such withdrawal will had claimed protection and had their passports silenced. Gen. Pope on" arriving sent fresh
able-bodied
man,
as
the
Confederate
government
j
gar fam iliarity of the Saxon Yankee, while the
which is not in any event to exceed nine
public upon e a rth !
(ftg h t we to declare general emancipation, months, as an adventure to which they will lias—but to draft a t once all that may be need latter is contiflually devising some plan to leave them. The mission of England is a glo from the British Consul, they were not harmed. troops in front to take the place of Gen Bank'3
rious
one,
but
assuredly
it
docs
not
consist
in
They also state that every day, from among exhausted columns. The enemy did not re
coupled with a provision for the payment, to need little persuasion. Massachusetts is brisk ed ? For who is there, or where is the man who bring down his aristocratic neighbor to his own
detested level. Thus was the contest waged in training inert races who value iudependence those troops that are quartered near the eity, new the attack except by artillery. The troops
all loyal slave-holders, of the fairly appraised
value of their slaves ? This question resolves it ly recruiting for this service and Maine will would not rejoice to take p art with those heroic the old United States. So long as Dickinson only so long as it can be maintained by the foreigners come in and get their discharges on were under arms and in position all night.—
into another
Have things gone so far that probably soon be in the work. I t will be a men who have been, and now are so nobly doughfaces were to bo bought, and Cochrane blood and treasure of another—who value application to the Consuls. This is especially Gen. Banks was on the field throughout the
the Union, in its peaceful integrity, and negro- spectacle well calculated to dishearten our contending before, and Fare even knocking at! cowards to be frightened, so long was the Union their strength only as a means of making the case with tho German residents who have action and constantly under fire. His handling
tolerable to Southern men ; but when, owing money, and their money as a means of secur been impressed.”
slavery, within its borders can no longer coex
his troops and personal galantry was highly
the gates of the Confederate Capitol ? And I to divisions in our ranks, the Yankee hirelings ing physical well-being. It is not thus that
ist ? That is THE GREAT QUESTION 01' TUE DAY. enemies, and to inspire trans-Atlantic secession
P laying P arson with Litte P rofit.—A young praised by his officers. The bravery and good
I think it must be answered, even now, in the sympathizers with a wholesome respect for the who would not be willing to share the low ly! placed one of their own spawn over us, political our national character was formed ; it was not
conduct
of his troops were conspicuous during
gentleman from a Western city recently palm
affirmative. Every month that passes is con power of our government to put down rebel bed of those who have fallen, when the welfare! connexion became unendurable, and separation thus that the foundation of our institutions
a large part of the fight. When overpowered
was laid- Canada, by remaining with us, may ed himself off upon the people of a country
verting hundreds of thousands of moderate, and lion, to see 600,000 volunteers for the Union and safety of our government calls for the sac necessary to preserve our self respect.
by
numbers
some regiments retreated in dis
As our Norman kinsman in England, always enjoy a manly independence at its usual price— town as a minister, by way of a joke. In this order
conservative, and peace-loving men to the same
a minority, have ruled their Saxon countrymen toil, labor, self-denial and danger ; or she may capacity he married a couple, who, upon learn
opinion. They despair of sectional friendship army raised by the loyal people of the North rifice ?
Uol.
Knight
of the 46th Pennsylvania regi
Perhaps a word with regard to the 9th M aine! in political vassalage up to the present day, so fall to the American Union, and take her full ing the facts of the case, had him arrested.— ment, was dangerously wounded ; Lieut. Col.
or national peace, until the teeming cause of within a couple of months.
share of the innumerable benefits which the He compromised the matter by paying the ex
mortal hatred and civil war is rooted out for
The Boston Journal, in speaking of the pros Volunteers may not be amiss. We ore lying have we, the “ slave oligarchs,” governed the genius^ef democracy is just now showering in penses of a bona fide wedding for the couple, Selfridge, severely ; Maj. Mathews arm ampu
Yankees till within a twelvemonth. We framed
ever.
and promised never again to don the robes cler tated ; Adj. Boyd, severely; all of tho same
Have we the means of paying loyal slave pect of a speedy termination of the war, under idly by, doing garrison duty a t Fort Clynch, ] the Constitution, for seventy years moulded such full measure upon his votarieB.”
regiment.
ical.
the
policy of the government, and placed our
Fernandina,
Florida
;
and
forbidden
to
take
an
the
present
determined
policy
of
the
govern
owners a fair price for their slaves? I f we act
Col. Donneley, 38th New Y’ork. fatally ;
How it was Done.—Haverhill, Mass., has
now, before a protracted contest has exhausted ment, has the following :
active part in this w ar—w ith the exception ofj own men, or “ Northern men with Southern
E nameling J ewelry.—The white enamel of Lieut. Col. Brown, arm amputated ; Maj.Cook,
principles,” in power.
sent one thousand men to the war prevoius to watch dial plates is composed of ground flint killed, both same regiment.
our resources, yes. I f we wait the termina
“ Such is the general prospect under which an occasional skirmish—but the first duty for a
On the 6th of November, 1860, the Puritans the recent calls ; has raised her quota of 212 glass, and the oxide of tin. The enamel in a
tion of a three or four years’ war very certain the new recruits will take the field, the greater
Col. Chapman, 5th Connecticut, wounded
ly not. In that price deportation must not be part certainly, and the rest probably, for a soldier to learn, is not only to obey, but to be emancipated themselves, and are now in violent
men in five days, and will furnish its quota of pasty condition is laid upon the polished metal, and prisoner ; Lieut. Col. Stone, same regi
estimated. The South asserts that negro slaves period not exceeding nine months. The season j always ready to obey orders when called. The insurrection against their former owners. This
and all the free moisture is absorbed by apply ment, killed, Maj. Blake, same regiment
are indispensable to her. That is only so far could not be more favorable. I f it begins with regiment is healthy, well-drilled and efficient, insane holiday freak will not last long, how the last 300,000 without a draft. The writer ing a dry cotton cloth to it, after which it is wounded and prisoner.
ever ; for, dastards in fight, and incapable of says .true, that Ehc does absolutely need hired negro September, it will end with May, thus entirely
Gen. Banka is rather severely hu rt by an ac
smoothed on the surface and permitted to be
and
prepared
to
give
a
good
account
when
self-government, they will inevitably again fall
workmen, and ought not to be deprived of them. avoiding the hot weather. The experience ac
“ The secret of our success is that the busi come dry. It is now placed within a muffle, cident. A cavalry trooper ran against him and
Her agriculture would, for a time be ruined quired last season will carry the army safely called into active service—as every man would under the control of the superior race. A few ness men have come up to the work and enlisted, and subjected to a powerful heat in a furnace. he was struck heavily in the side, nevertheless
more Bull Run thrashings will bring them once either going or finding a substitute at whatever Several thin coats of enamel, frequently four, he remained on the field, and is on duty this
without them. But no good man desires a set and comfortably through the winter months, rejoice to be, a t any hour.
more under the yoke, as docile as the most loyal cost. Mr. Stover, of the firm of Allen & Stover, are laid upon the top of one another, each fired forenoon with his command.
tlement under which any section of our country even if it is not by that time in latitudes where
I am, and have been very sorry to see certain of our Ethiopian “ chattels.”
would be even temporarily ruined.
Gen. Geary is wounded and had an arm am
has gone to the war, hiring a man to take his and rubbed down with a fine file and polished
all the characteristics of a northern winter are
Nor can it be doubted that the South, how unknown. Nine months absence from business unfavorable reports with regard to this regi
putated.
place in bnsiness, and paying three times what with a burnisher.
A u I n v a lu a b le M e d ic in e ,
ever strong her prejudices and traditions in fa with the security of returning to the old situa ment in Maine papers, and that through comGen. Augur is severely wounded.
he receives. Such men will bo remembered in
Blue enamel is obtained by mixing cobalt
vor of owning her laborers, has herself been tion which every patriotic employer will give, munications received from certain individuals
Maj. Pelouge, Gen. Bank’s adjutant, took
Wo take the following from the Boston Jour coming history, and there arc many eases of with an opaque white enamel. The protoxide
brought, by the perils of the war, to think and with the unprecedented bounties now every in this regiment, and will only say that the
command
of a hesitating regiment and gallant
sacrifice of 6elf interest. The Haverhill Light of copper aflbrde the color for red enamel.
nal :—
seriously ol a change of system as the only where held out, will injure none who can afford
ly led it through a galling tire. He received
Infantry proposes to fill their ranks up to the
“ Rev. Dr. Hamlin of Constantinople saved maximum and oiler themselves for nine months
means left her to obtain aid and comfort from to go a t all. The pleasures of companionship man, who through personal or party pique or
The Murdered American M issionary.—The two shots and is severely, but not dangerously
Europe. Nor can all her leaders be wholly (for every man will soon have more friends in predjudice, allows himself to injure any inte hundreds of lives by the following simple pre- as part of the extra quota of the town.
murderers of Rev. Mr Coding, in the vicinity of wounded.
blind to the fact that such a change of system the army than outside of it) will be joined gral portion of the United States Army, orapy 1paration during the terrible raging of Cholera
Col. Ruggles, Chief ofstaff to Gen. Pope, had
Beyrout
have been arrested. Capt. Ilcbart of
! in that city a few years since. In no ca6c did
would advance, in the end, bcyOnd calculation, with the consciousness of duty performed, and
R ebel I nhumanity.—The rebels of Louisiana the British gunboat, the Foxhound, took active a horse shot under him.
person connected therewith, as richly deservse the remedy fail where the patient could be
her material prosperity.
Two of Gen. Pope's body-guard were killed.
the time, amid new and exhilerating scenes, a room at Fort W arren or Lafayette as the i reached in season. I t is no less effective in will not even permit the deluded people whom part in the enterprise, greatly to his honor.—
The 2d Mass, suffered severely ;the 27th In
Suppose a declaration, to the effect th a t the will rapidly pass away. Even the heathen
cholera morbus and ordinary diarrhea.
A they have brought to the verge of starvation, The excitement in that part of Turkey over this diana, 5th Conneticut and 46th Penn, are bad
government, urged by the necessity of self-pre
successful effort to capture the assassins has been
poet sung, “ Sweet is it to die for one's most radical secessionist in tho land. Have we remedy so easily procured and so vitally effica
servation, takcE, a t a fair valuation, the slave
ly
cut up.
to
be
relieved
by
the
generous
benefaction
of
very great, and has made a deep impression
country ” —how much more, then, ought the no higher object in view in this great struggle, cious should be always at hand. An ordinary
property of the South. Will such a declara
Lieut. Ramsey, of Gen. Bank's staff', had a
the U. S. commanders a t New Orleans. The upon the natives, of the power and energy of
tion cause a negro insurrection and indiscrimi Christian freeman to feel how sweet it is to than to quarrel and fight w ith each other? vial of it can be had for 25 cents or so, and no
horse
shot under him.
foreign governments in taking care of their cit
nate assassination of whites throughout the serve his country, and such a country as th is.” then let us change places with the negro slaves, family should be w ithout it over night. The Delta of Aug. 27, says :
Tho rebel Gen. Wilder was wounded.
izens and avenging their ill treatment. They
writer of this received the recipe a few days
“ Tho steamer Empire Parish had been sent are amazed that so great an excitement should
Slave States? The result, so far, has clearly
The
losses are very heavy on both sides—not
E xhibition B all.—M r. J . C. W hitten gave for when we descend to this, we are lit only for since, and having been seriously attacked with by the Federal authorities here with a cargo of
Bhown that the negro, mild and long suffering,
less than 2000 or 3000 killed, wounded and
--------- •
the cholera morbus the past week, can attest to provisions—the common necessaries of life—to have arisen simply because of the death of a missing, on each side. Some prisoners were
and often attached to his owner, is little dis an exhibition ball of his juvenile school, a t At slaves.
missionary. These good and faithful men will
its almost magic influence in affording relief relieve the starving poor of Baton Rouge and have new importance in the eyes of the Turkish taken on both sidesposed to resist, under an organization of his lantic H all, on Wednesday evening, which was
its vicinity. Relying upon its errand of mercy, population, and the prospect of greater security
own. Once assured of freedom, he will gradu largely attended, and was a very successful and
Steamer Sanford.—The Steamer Sanford from excruciating pain.
Jackson and Ewell were both present in the
He ardently hopes that every one whose eyes that would command the respect and sympathy
ally join our cause—that is all. He can then
battle.
has been got off and taken to East Boston for
from harm.
trace these lines will cut this article from the of even a band of savage Indians, a number of
be hired as a laborer or soldier, as may seem lit pleasant assembly. We understand th a t it is
Reinforcements under Gen. A. N. Hill, to
repairs,
and
wc
learn
that
she
will
probably
be
paper and procure the medicine without delay. planters with their families took passage on the
I ncrease of T ravel.—There has been a sud the amount ol 18,000 men, reached tho rebels
—payment being made for him if his master Mr. W hitten's intention to commence another
Its prompt application will relieve pain and boat for their homes, fondly dreaming that they den and unaccountable increase in the travel last night about the same time ours arrived.
proves loyal, and his services being confiscated afternoon class, which will undoubtedly be ready to resume her place again on the route in
and their little ones were secure against any over the Boston, Concord & Montreal railroad,
presumptively save life.
if these are due to a rebel. In all this we arc largely attended.
about four weeks.
Skirmishing in force is going on this morn
Take—One part laudanum,
danger excepting the elements. They were whether from apprehensions of a draft, or in ing, but the troops of both sides aro so much ex
clearly in our right.
however, a little mistaken, for when a little ofl consequence of the hot weather, we know not. hausted by fatigue and the intense heat, that
One part camphorated spirit,
T hieves.—D uring the past two or three
Look now at the question in its foreign as
’3 f~ It is stated that although the drafted
Two parts tinctuie of ginger,
Donaldson they were fired into by a band of On Saturday over two hundred dineS a t the no serious encounter is expected to day.
pect, under the chances of European interven nights, several houses in different parts of the
men will probably be required to go into the
robbers or guerrillas, from tho banks of the Pemigewasset House in Plymouth, and the
Two parts capsicum.
tion. Be those chances great or small, inter
city
have
been
entered
and
small
thefts
have
Dose—One teaspoonful in a wineglass of river, and the unprotected boat was compelled, trains yesterday took up a large number.
field in September, the government will not be
vention may occur, and that ere long. I f it
Front iTIissonri.
with its helpless and unarmed cargo of women
occur, its character will chiefly depend upon been perpetrated. The plan of the thieves able to supply them with arms until Novem water.
If the case be obstinate, repeat the dose in and children, together with food intended for
w hat shall have been the antecedent action of seems to have been to enter sleeping rooms and ber, until which time they will be drilled withSudden D eath.—Daniel T. Savage, Tele
St . Louis, August 10.
the destitute poor, to put back, its whole er graphic Operator in Bath, was attacked with
three or four hours.
HENRY HOYT.
our Government in regard to slavery. If, pre rifle the pockets of clothing, which lias been
out arms. This will reduce the time of active
rand of mercy and love frustrated.
hemorrhage of the lungs Sunday morning, and To Major General Halleck :
viously to such intervention, we shall have is
done
in
several
instances.
The
depredators
are
Cau
human
malignity
go
further?”
Col. McMill, with 1000 men whipped Porter’s
service to the time between November and the
died Monday afternoon about four o’clock. He
sued a general declaration of cip.aucipation,
A Good Suggestion.—An army correspendnt
was in his usual health and in attendance to forces, 2500 strong, at Kirksville, on the 7th,
then we shall stand before Europe as the cham probably not professional burglars, but they last of May. Thus those who go into this force of the Kennebec Journal throws out the follow
and again near Stockton yesterday. Col. Mer
A Baryta M ine.—A t Chester, Conn., there his business on Saturday.
pions of human liberty, while o,ur enemies will seein to stand in no awe of the city police, for will have an opportunity to bccomo accustomed
ing hint for the friends of the soldiers’ which
rill reports Porter’s forces demoralized and
is a mine three hundred feet in depth and ex
be regarded as the advocate's of human servi even the City Marshal has been the recipient of
to camp life before they are called upon to bear they would do well to act upon:—
E ffect of Gen. P ope’s Order to F orage on broken up. Cobb and Poindexter are still to
tude. Public opinion in England, in France,
tending several hundred yards horizontally in
one
of
their
nocturnal
visits.
toe
E
nemy
.—The
effect
of
Gen.
Pope’s
order
to
be attented to.
I will repeat w hat’ I think’ I have sn ggested to the bowels of the earth. Large masses of a
and throughout Europe generally, will then
arms, and will have the best time of year for
(Signed)
J . M. SCHOFIELD,
in a former letter’ that those who have friends white crystalline substance streaked with yel forage on the enemy has been to clean tho whole
prevent the respective governments from in ter
'
jChe Thunder Storm.—A smart thunder storm such service as they may be called upon to per
country
in
front
of
his
army
of
everything
li
Brigadier General.
vening, except it be in our favor. No European
here can do them no better service than by send low, are obtained in this subterranean artificial
Government can place itself in the attitude of occurred here last Saturday afternoon, coming form.
ing them some good Maine paper. Books can cavern, and these sparry chrystals are used in able to be seized under the order. Horses,
cattle,
grain,
forage,
bacon,
provisions
of
all
a slavery protector.
not be carried on tho march and would be read large quantities for mixing with white lead
on shortly before six o’clock. During the
C a p t u r e o f S m u g g le r s .
S r" We are desired to say that, owing to but very little if they could. But the news paint. This heavy spar is the sulphate of kinds, and even sheep and poultry, have been
I f on the contrary, wc shall have left the stor m a chimney on a dwelling house nt the
issue as it now stands, our policy indicated N orth End was struck by lightning and thrown circumstances over which he had no control, paper with its short articles and home news is baryta ; it is ground in mills and sold for about swept away and carried away beyond the reach
W ashington, Aug. 11. The steamer Free
of our advancing forces, compelling them to re born arrived at the navy yard yesterday after
eagerly
sought
and
read.
twenty
dollars
per
tun.
When
mixed,
weight
only by the confiscation act, not broadly and
D r . C. B. L ighthill has returned to his perma
for weight, with white lead, it is called Venice ly exclusively upon their own supplies, as they noon bringing twenty-five prisoners, five sail
boldly announced, and more especially if the dow n, and we learn that the barn of Mr. John
South, despairing of saving her favorite insti W. Matthews, in W arren, was struck, and nent place in Boston, (No. 10 Bedford Street)
H eavy Robbery.—Ivory Littlefield, of Ken White ; when mixed with one-third of white progress over a completely devastated country. boats, a number of canoes and a lot of merchan
dize, which were captured on Friday and-Sattution, concedes, as the price of foreign recog was consumed, together with the house and out where ho is ^connected in business with his nebunk had his Btorc broken open Wednesday lead it is called Dutch W hite. The purest
‘ I hope my little daughter,’ said a mother, urday nights last near Blaekstone Island. On
nition and support, a voluntary syste'^of grad
brother, Dr. A. P. Lighthill, and where he can afternoon, and $2700 in money taken from the white varieties are the most valuable, and for
ual emancipation—not at all an unP 'Ktiy m o v e - buildings. No one was in the house a t the be consulted upon all diseases of the eye, ear safe, in which the key had been left, while the certain kinds of painting it is preferred to puro ono morning, ‘ that you will be able to control tho boats they found about 200 bushels of wheat
then the sympathy of public oi>:.ni'on through time, and we understand th at the buildings
clerk temporarily stepped out to the depot. white lead. All lead paints become black when your little temper to-day.’ ‘ Yes, mother, and a large number of sacks of salt ,60,000 cigars,
three chests of tea, boxes of boots and shoes,
out EAope will be with the 'south, and will were not insured. The steeple of the Baptist and throat.
The thief, an hour afterward, was apprehended exposed to sulphurous gases, but these vapors I hope you will control your big tem per!’
handkercheifs, pins, needels, thread, ect.; qui
sustain any action in her fr.vor. Think, too,
while in the act of hiring a horse with which have no such effect upon baryta.
in such an event, how false Our position ! how Church, in the spme town, was also struck and
A Significant F act.—The only flag of any nine, morphine, opium and other medicines; a
g y Rev. G. J . Adams, will preach in Lind to decamp. The whole amount of the money
trunk containing percussion caps, a lot of grey
low we shall have fallen in the eyes of tho shattered.
was
recovered.
The
rogue
is
said
to
belong
in
nation
that
has
attempted
to
run
the
blockade,
A
raft
nearly
eight
hundred
feet
long
by
fifty
sey Grove, on Sunday, August 24th, a t ten
cloth for rebel officers’ uniforms, ect. These
world how unenviable the place we shall occu
«
wide, arrived at Chicago on the 4th inst. It has been that of England.
'J 'he President of the Chicago street railroad o’cldfe. Subject—“ The Golden Age, or the Wells.—Portland Press.
py in history through all time.
prisoners
have been engaged in regular com
contained
2,800,000
feet
of
lumber,
and
over
con ipanies has determined to discharge all ableAge of Conquest, and the Fifth Universal Em
The Richmond papers abound in advertise merce between Maryland and Virginia taking
The world never admits a writer is inspired 700.000 feet of spars, booms, gaffs for rigging
That a declaration o f emancipation was not bodiedinen, and employ instead, women and
oyer
salt,
ect.,
and bringing back wheat.
vessels,
and
square
timber.
ments
offering
rewards
for
runaway
soldiers.
boys.
till he has expired.
pire of the W orld.”
©
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Speech rv Gassics M. Clay.—Hon. Caasius
D e str u c tio n o f th e R e b e l R a m A r government property and .incursions into Ken
tucky are talked of. The peoplo are prepared M. Clay made a long speech a t the Ladies’ Sol
k a n sa s.
lor it.

W ashington, August 10. The follwing is from
the Petersburg Daily Express at yesterday:
R ichmond, August 8. A dispatch from Van
Dorn to Secretary Mallory states that the Con
federate ram Arkansas, Lieut. Stevens comman
ding, had been destroyed. She left Vicksburg
on Monday to co-operate in the attack on Baton
Rouge. After jassing Eayou Sara her machin
ery became disabled, and whilst attem pting to
adjust it, several of the enemy’s gunboats at
tacked her. After a gallant resistance she was
abandoned and blown up. Her officers and men
reached the shore in safety.

N ew York, Aug. 13.
Steamship Australiasian sailed for Liverpool
to-day with 90 passengers and §300,000 in
specie.

K o n x C o u n ty R e p u b lic a n C onvention.

diers’ Relief Fair in Washington, Tuesday
night. I t was mainly devoted to his views of
the present aspect of foreign affairs, and to per
sonal matters. We give the New York Times'
ab stra ct:—
“ He says he was the only one of our Foreign
Ministers who had been singled out for abuse in
European papers in the interest of the rebels,
which he took as a compliment to himself, and
an evidence of his fidelity to his country’s cause.
England, he spoke of as our bitterest enemy
with a malignant press inspired by government
and which truthfully represented its spirit.
France, he insisted, was not unfriendly. Amer
icans had derived unjust ideas on this subject
solely by crediting the representations of the
British press. The Emperor was known to be
friendly to this country, and semi-official state
ments in the papers were in our favor. He ut
terly denied that France desired to interfere,
b u t said that persistent effort had been made by
the British press to make us believe she did.
Of Russia, he could hardly find words enough
to express his admiration. He spoke of the
Czar as one of the greatest and wisest of reign
ing monarchs ; referred to his benificent eman
cipation policy, and declared that the Uuitcd
States cculd rely implicitly on his friendship in
any emergency. He asserted, further, that
England knew Russia and Franco to be firm
friends to this country, and would therefore,
not dare to interfere with our efforts for sup
pressing the rebellion. JVith reference to our
home policy, he urged an earnest prosecution
of the war, using every means in our power to
crush the rebellion. He was ready to serve the
government here in any way in which his ser
vices could be made available; but he would
strike only for Liberety, and would never draw
the sword for the protection of rebels’ slaves.”

Tho Convention was called to order by T. R .
Simomton, Esq., chairman of County Commit
tee, who nominated S. L. Hodgman as chairman
and Hiram Bliss, J r ., as secretary of tho tem
porary organization.
On the motion of B. T. Foster, of Thomas
C clpepper, Va., Aug. 11. The enemy this ton, a committee on credentials, embracing one
morning sent in a flag of truce asking permission from each town in the county, was appointed,
to bury their dead. This shows that with all as follows :
their superiority of numbers they were too badly
B. T. Foster, Wm. H. Meserve, Nathaniel
cut up to mantain their position, and that their Alford, G. S. Barrows, T. C. Carver, Timothy
falling back yesterday was from necessity, not Williams, A. M. Wetherbee’ Moses Luce, G. W.
from Aoice.
Bruce, Zenas Cook, 2d.
Our troops are engaged in bringing off the
This committee subsequently reported that
wounded from the field ard burying the dead. thirteen towns were represented, as follows :
Appleton.— Clement Ripley, Wm. B Conant,
N ew York, Aug. 11.
Jabez Henderson, J . B. Mitchell.
Camden.— Jotham Shepherd, N. T. Talbot,
The barque Reindeer reports that the British
steamship Scotia, with a cargo of arms for the Amos Moody, T. R. Simonton, Thomas Kemp,
rebels, sailed from Barbadoes for Nassau, July G. W. Richards, Nathaniel Hosmer. R. K.
15th, and when going out of the harbor hoist Blackington, G. S. Barrows.
Cushing.— Thomas C. Kelleran.
ed the rebel flag.
Friendship.— Zenas Cook, 2d, Bradford Davis,
Port Royal dates of the 7th, state that the
Hope.— N ath’l Alford, J . P. Safford, Wm.
gunboat L'nadilla captured the British steamer
Sadona, as she was trying to run the blockade. Light.
Rockland.— Wm. S. Cochran, L. W . Howes,
She had been previously struck while trying to
run by Fort Pulaski. She has a heavy cargo. Joseph Farwell, Thomas Colson, Alden Ulmer.
N. A. Farwell, C. R^ Whitney, Timothy Wil
N ew York, Aug. 13.
liams, Thos. W . Hix, Bcnj. Litchfield J r .
So. Thomaston.— C. C. Ingraham, C. I’. Red
The Times Washington despatch says that it
is considered certain that highly important man, E. Dean, J r ., J . K. Bartlett.
Union.— T. P. W hite, J . C. French, Rufus
army movements are either in progress or com
pleted, but it is not regarded aB proper yet to Stone, Moses Luce, G. W. Morse.
Vina! H aven— T. C. Carver, Thornton Web
indicate their nature.
The R ebel Cheat on E xchanges.—The rebel
Much more cheerful impressions are prevail ber, John Carver.
Thonaston.— B. T. Foster, S. S. Gerry, G. officers who were released and sent to Richmond
ing concerning Gen. Pope's engagement.—
W.
French,
C.
T.
Chase,
N
ath’l
Moody.
Jackson’d retreat is known here to have been a
Warren.— A. M. Wetherbee, S. L. Hodgman, last week, were Gens. Buekner, Tilgham,
necessity. He had evidently become aware of
Mackall, Pettigrew and Gantt, with Commo
the trap into which ho was getting beguiled, E. Copeland, W . II. Counee, A. Vinal.
Washington.— Hiram Bliss, J r ., G. W. Bruce, dore Barron, Captains Mitchell and Kcnuon,
and retreated to escape from the danger which
George
A.
Ryder,
II.
G.
McCurdy.
the execution of our plan threatened. His eye
and a host of inferior officers of both navy and
Sz. George.— Benj. Clark, W arren Blake.
was on Fredericksburg, as well as Culpepper.
On motion of Hon. N. A. Farwell, the fol army. The Federal officers who were to have
Well info) med persons freely declare that
Gen. Pope will be in Gordonsville by Saturday, lowing committee was appointed on permanent been exchanged for these men are still detained
in Richmond. A correspondent of the Phila
a t the furthercst, though perhaps not without organization, viz :
N. A. Farwell, N. T. Jalbot, E. Copeland, T. delphia Press says :
fighting, which may be going on now.
The Tribunes correspondent at Culpepper P. White, C. T. Chase, and T. C. Kelleran,
“ News finally came to Adjutant General
Who reported that the temporary organiza
says, relative to the late battle, the position of
our army on the battle field could not have tion be continued as the permanent one, with Thomas that they would not return a t present,
the
Confederate Government having concluded
tho
addition
of
C.
Prince,
as
a
secretary.
been worse. The enemy had every advantage
A proposition of Union Democrats, introduc to detain them. And this after Goneral Thom
in position and numbers.
as
had
confidingly liberated all their officers,
ed
by
T.
K.
Osgood,
Esq.,
for
a
Union
Ticket,
Gen. Banks covered himself with glory.—
There is not a man living who could have man to be composed of Republicans, and Democrats, and tenderly spot a number of their sick to City
Point
by
the Georgia, that they might be taken
was
discussed
by
T.
li
Simonton,
Joseph
Faraged his men with more skill, under the same
circumstances. He was constantly in the thick well and Wm. S. Cochran, Esq’s, and on motion to Richmond on cars. On the return of this
boat
to
Aiken’s
Landing, the guard on board,
est of the fight and shared all the danger of the of T. R. Simonton permission was given to T.
soldiers. His brave little army, was sacrificed K. Osgood and A. P. Gould to explain the po under Lieut. Miller, 10th New Jersey regiment,
were
indignant
in
the extreme, and had they
for the want of reinforcements, nothing else. sition of the Democratic Committees.
On motion of Joseph Farwell, a committee not been restrained by Lieut. Miller, would
The Fredericksburg correspondent of the
have
retaliated
by
setting
fire to Aiken’s house
Tribune gives an account of the expedition un of one from each town, selected by the several
der Gcd. Cutter on Wednesday to Frederick delegations, was appointed to confer with and all his outbuildings. If any reason had
been
given
for
this
treachery
to General Thomas
Hall Station, where they tore up 80 lengths of both committees from the democratic conven
the Virginia Central rail road, cut the tele tions and report to this convention. The com he did not communicate it to his subordinates.
It was generally considered by them as a retal
graph, burning the wire and poles and blew mittee consisted of the following gentlemen :
Clement Ripley, Appleton ; Jotham Shepard, iation for Pope’s recent orders. The indigna
up the road-bed with powder. A large lot ol
new rails which were piled by the side of the Camden ; Thomas C. Kelleran, Cushing ; Ze tion of the county on receipt of this news will
track were made into a barricade across the nas Cook 2d, Friendship; Nathaniel Alford, be great. I t will hasten enlistments.”
road-bed and warped and burned by kindling Hope ; Joseph Farwell, Rockland ; J . K. B art
A n I ncident.—A correspondent of the Boston
lett, South Thomaston ; T. P. W hite, Union ;
large fires under and about them.
They also destroyed the water-tanks, tele T. C. Carver, Vinalbaven; B. T. Foster, Traveller writing from one of the Government
graph and 5000 bushels of grain and a large Thomaston ; A. Vinal, Warren ; G. W . Bruce, Hospitals in Rhode Island says :
lot of whiskey and other army stores which Washington ; Benjamin Clark, St. George.
In a cool corner of one of the tents, open to
Adjourned to 2 1-2 o’clock.
were awaiting transportation to the enemy at
the exhilerating air which blew off from the
Gordonsville.
AFTERNOON.
Bay, we saw a young man apparently not more
A party was also sent down to near Bompus
Met according to adjournment.
than eighteen or nineteen years of age. The
turnout to blow up the track and switches,
The committee chosen to confer w ith the
which was accomplished in a most thorough democratic committees not being in readiness to linen of his bed was spotlessly white and clean.
There
was a little table a t the head of his bed,
and satisfactory manner. A t this point the report, Maj. W. P. Frye, of Lewiston, was
water tanks and depot were burned, the track called upon to address the convention, and did on which was a beautiful boquet of flowers,
and
bottles
of medicine, and jars of jellies
destroyed and a small culvert was blown up
so, in a stirring, eloquent, and patriotic man
with powder. A little further on, the track ner. He was followed by Hon. N. A. Farwell tastefully arranged.
Everything
looked so neat and orderly that
was barricaded with new rails, rendered useless
and Hon. S. C. Fessenden, in equally patriotic it needed no second glance to tell us that wo
by burning, as were those above Frederick Hall. remarks.
man’s
and
perhaps
a mother’s hand had been
Hearing that three trains were expected up
The committee selected to confer w ith the
with troops from Richmond, the expedition democratic committees reported, through their there. The young man looked so pale and
gentle, that he arrested our attention at once.
commenced its return march.
chairman, that they were unable to agree, and And what gave a charm to the whole scene was
A large biidge over the Pamunkcy was burnt asked to be discharged. Report accepted.
the sight of a middle-aged woman, of a most
to prevent the enemy from following, and the
On motion of T. R. Simonton, voted to pro tender and benevolent cast of countenance,
force rejoined their comrads.
ceed to nominate candidates for senators and
Another expedition lost several wagons and County officers, and that loyal democrats be watching by his side.
It was his mother. Far away in the heart of
60 men.
placed on the ticket for certain places, and also,
The Tribune's Washington despatch reports for the purpose of hastening the close of the Maine, in the pleasant little town of Mount
Vernon,
she had received the tidings that her
the President as saying: “ I regard Gen. convention, that the same committee selected to
Banks as odc of the best men in the army.— confer with the democrats, be a committee to sick boy was at the grove, and she had hnstened
with
maternal
affection to go to him. I hope
He makes me no trouble but with a large or recommend candidates. Subsequently the com
that by this time she has been able to carry
a small force he always knows his duty and mittee reported the following ticket :
him
home,
but
I fear not.
does it.”
For Senators— Nathan A. Farwell, George A.
The Tribune states that a prominent mer
chant, resident in Boston, placed in Mrs. Pres Starr.
I t is related of some friends of Campbell, the
For Sheriff— 1Stephen W . Laughton.
ident Lincoln's hands, one thousand dollars to
author of liohenlinden, in leaving his room
For Reg. o f Deeds— George W. White.
be appropriated by her for the benefit of Mili
after a gay supper, that one of the number
For Co. Commissioner—Nathaniel Alford.
tary hospitals.
had the misfortune to fall down a long flight
For Co. Treasurer— Alden Sprague.
of stairs. The poet, alarmed at the noise,
New York, Aug. 13.
For Co. Attorney— Lewis W. Howes.
opened his door and inquired—“ W hat’s th a t? ”
The Richmond Examiner of the 9th contains
The report was accepted by acclamation.
“ ’Tis 1 sir, “ rolling, rapidly,” was the
The following were elected County Committee immediate reply of his fallen friend.
the following, via. Mobile :
for
the ensuing year :
“ A uirr R iver, Aug. 6.—About 10 o’clock
G. W. French, Edwin Copeland, Gilman S.
A. M., Federal gunboats attacked the Confed
Life I nsurance P olicies.—It is suggested that
erate ram Arkansas. Messengers inform me Barrows, Jeremiah Tolman, Leander Weeks, after these unable to do military duty have got
Wm.
B. Conant, Benj. Clark, C. P. Redman. '
tnat she fought well for some time, inflicting
done making affidavits, the life insurance com
Cheers
were
given
for
the
Union,
the
Presi
great damage. She was blown up by her crew.
dent and Gen. McClellan, and for the nominees panies will be looking them over to see whether
The messenger thinks they all escaped.
of the convention. The thanks of the conven they harmonize with the testimony given when
J . C. BKECKENRIGE.”
the policies were obtained. Not a bad idea.
tion were tendered to its officers.
Another dispatch dated ten miles above
Adjourned.
Batou Rouge, Aug. 6th, states that rebels under
S. L. HODGMAN, President.
The bark Raindeer reports th at the British
Breckenrige, occupied the town, that the ram
H iram B liss, J r ., I „
steamship Scotia, with a cargo of arms for the
C. P rince.
’ \ Secretaries.
Arkansas was 50 miles up the river with her
rebels, sailed from Barbadoes for Nassau July
machinery disabled ; that the rebels burnt all
15, and when going out of the harbor hoisted
the Federal camps and cut them up badly.
H o w th o R ic h e s t M an in N e w Y o rk the rebel flag.
The dispatch also says, Gen. Williams and
S p e n d s h is T im e.
other officers were killed. The rebels claim a
T he F irst T erm, for civil business, of the new
complete victory.
A correspondent of the Rochester Democrat
A Mobile dispatch of the 7th, savs that a sketches the richest man in New York in this Police Court, for the City of Rockland, will be
fight is going on at Tazewell, 7 miles from manner.
holden on the first T uesday of May, 1861, and
Cumberland Gap, and that Rains was making
Wm. B. Astor’s office is on Prince St., near
a forced march to get in rear of the Federate. ° Broadway, where he may be found daily be hereafter, on the first Tuesday of each month,
A Knoxville dispatch of the 7th, says the tween the iiours of “ nine and three.” He is a at nine of the clock in the forenoon.
Federate were repulsed at Tazewell and were in large, stout-built man, with coarse features,
No action will be entered till the w rit is
full retreat. A Federal battery of four guns stiff, rough, sandy-colored hair, and a cast of
was captured. The rebel General Burton had countenance of a very ordinary type. He placed on file, which must be done during the
gained the Federal rear and Stephenson being dresEes plainly but neatly, has a somewhat first hour of the Court, on the returned days.
reinforced, flanked Gen. Bowen and captured careworn look, and appears to be fifty or sixty
No second continuance will be granted, ex
the Federal army of East Tennessee.
years of age. His private office is of moderate cept by agreement of parties, or for cause
A Mobile despatch of 8th states a schooner size and plain furniture. On a table arc a few
*
and a 6teamer, both fully laden, have arrived books, and on opening that one th at appears shown.
No credit will be given for fees of this Court.
a t Southern ports.
most thumbed you pereieve that it is a volume
M. W. FARWELL, Judge.
of maps of city property, carefuily and elegant
Rockland, April 24, 1861.
N ew York, Aug. 13.
ly executed, and as a whole, embracing the
The Bavaria, from Europe, arrived at 9 A. sundries of an enormous estate, estimated at
M. Steamer Catawba with 500 sick and over §25,000,000. Mr. Astor resides in Laywounded soldiers from Harrison’s Landing, ar fayette Place, in one of a row of dwellings
which twenty-five years ago were the grandest
rived here this forenoon.
PRO F. A. M ERENDA
in the city, though now they are distanced by
palaces of the Fifth Avenue.
WITH
CULPEPPER Cocrt H oube, Aug. 12.
Near by is the magnificent library founded
The flight of Stonewall Jackson, shows that by his father, to which he has added a fund
J . U. G IO FR A Y ,
he fears our troops. On Saturday he engaged nearly equal to the endowment. Here he
with his whole force, numbering a t lea6t 30,- spends a small part of his time, the remainder N O . 5 C U S T O M H O U S E B L O C K ,
000 men, a portion of the corps of Gen. Banks, being occupied by his duties in the Prince St. Has just returned from Boston with a
who liehavcd most nobly, holding the enemy office. Sunday excepted, he does a full day’s
in check, and with the aid of one division of work every day in the week. Thus the whole
N e w S e t o f T o o ls,
Gen. McDowell’s and Sigel’s corps, which a r routine of life of the richest man in America is especially adapted for L adies work, such as
rived late in the day, driving the enemy from a walk to and from homo of half a mile and
several positions and finally from the field of close attention to business. The care of Mr.
C U R L IN G A N D F R IZ Z L IN G ,
battle.
Astor’s estate is a vast burden. He has several which will be executed as well as in any city in the Union,
Jackson s loss can be scarcely less than 1500.
hundred tenants of all grades, from the §300 and at as low prices.
Our loss is much less. The battle was decided
A select assortment of *
ly the bloodiest of the war. On Sunday, Jack- cottage to the §30,000 store. To relieve him L o n g C u r ls . G r e c ia n C u r ls , P e r f u m e r y , ficc.,
son remained idle, the troops on both sides of this vexatious duty, he has committed it for lor Ladies. Also, all kinds of
years to an agent, who does the work well.—
being exhausted.
He collects rents and makes quarterly returns,
H A IR W O R K
On Monday, Jackson sent in a flag of truce,
and thus pays over a sum which would be
asking permission to bury his dead, a large almost incredible, and which we may roughly for Ladies and Gentlemen.
proportion of which still lie on the field of bat estimate a t §3,000,000 per annum. This man THE HIGHEST CASH PRICE paid for L ong H air .
Rockland, June 24, 1862.
3m27
tle, pending which he escaped with his train.—
employs a small army of painters, carpenters,
This morning Jackson's whole army was gone. and other mechanics, in order to keep up re
P . G. C O O K ,
Gen. Bufford with his cavalry and artillery pairs, and superintend the whole of this de
quickened Jackson's pace towards Gordonsville, partment. As a large part of Mr. Astor’s
compelling him to burn the bridges to save him property consists of vacant lots which are in
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in
self.
.
.
continual demand, and which ho will not sell,
R U G S. M E D IC IN E S , P A T E N T M E D I
Jackson obviously does not intend to stop he is much employed with architects and mas D
CINES of every approved kind, Chemicals, Sponge, Truss
running until he reaches the rebel fortifications ter builders, and generally has one or two large es, Supporters, Shoulder Braces, Perfumery, Hair Oils,
Hair Restoratives, Hair and Teeth Brushes Syringes ot all
a t Richmond.
blocks in course of erection a t a time. This is
Bird Seed, Cooking Extracts, Spices, Citron, Cur
Gen. Pope has fully met the public expecta a very serious burden. His son John Jacob, sorts,
rants, Jellies, Figs, Tamarinds, Pure Cream Tartar, Loz
tions of him. The enemy now only show their is quite a business man, and bears his share of enges, Lurd and Neats Foot Oil, Burning Fluid, Dye Stulls
dec.,
dec.
backs to our forces. The valley of the Shenan the load. Besides this, some fifteen years ago
S ig n o f th e B lu e M o r tn r , P i l ls b u r y B lo c k ,
doah and the whole country from Manassas to a talented and elegant young merchant, (Frank
ROCKLAND, ME.
Gordonsville is no longer polluted by the pres lin Delano) married one of the daughters, and
October 25, 1860.
’44tf
ence of armed rebels.
also affords assistance. In addition to collec
Jackson’s servant has just come into the
tion of interest on bonds, dividends Ac., is a
quarters of Gen. McDowell and reports that his
very heavy item, since in the little brick office
master admits a Iobs of over 2000 men in the
N o . 3 , S p e a r B lo c k , R o c k la n d ,
(which is, of course, fire-proof) there are several
engagement of Saturday.
millions of Government and State securities.—
D ealers in
His daily income is computed a t §6,000. I t
Drugs and Medicines, Chemicals,
is said that a certain person felieited Mr. Astor
N ew York, "August 13.
fancy
to
ii
.
et
soaps
,
hair
&. tootii urusiies ,
The French bark Harriet Rolli, seized a t New on his wealth. Pointing to his pile of bonds,
PERFUMERY, OILS and DYE STUFFS,
maps, &c., the capitalist replied: “ How
BURNING FLUID, 4cc. Ac.
Orleans, has been released by Government.
ET Physicians’ Prescriptions carefully compounded.
T he Times' special to-day, dated Bowling would you like to manage all these for your
Rockland, Feb. 7,1860.
7tf
Green, Ky., August 11th, says that Morgan, boaru and clothes ? The man demurred to the
idea.
“
S
ir,”
said
the
other,
“
it
is
all
I
g
et,”
with a force supposed to be 2,000 strong, cap
tured Galatin, Tenn., that morning. Col. Mr. Astor, it is said, gives but little away.
Boone and the 28th Kentucky regiment, ex
cept one company, are supposed to be taken
About twenty-five of the rebel guard that
prisoners. 5,000_bushcls corn and oats, 19 came down with the Union prisoners, exchang
N O . 5 K IM B A L L BLO CK .
freight cars and 87 horses were captured. Later ed on the James river, smuggled themselves on
from there says, guerrillas were still aestynyin g board oar boats and deserted.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

H T S® W M S ,

~ j 7s7hAjST&CO?‘

cUpUfessenden ”

D ruggist a n d A pothecary,
RO CKLAND. M E,

O d c t<» H e r r i c k ,
PILLS !

SATURDAY, Aug. 9.
Sch G H orton,------- , Vinalhaven to load for NY.
SUNDAY, Aug, 10.
Sch Corinthian, Small, Vinalhaven to load for NY.
“ Gentile, Gatchell, New York.
u Cornelia, Blaisdell, New York.
“ Ocean Star, Ham, New York.
“ Otis, Thompson, New York.
“ Florance, Candage, Newport.
*• H orton.------- , --------.
H K Dunton, Sherman, Boston.
“ Sarah, Andrews, Boston.
TUESDAY, Aug. 12.
Sch Bay State, Verill, New York.
Pearl, Robinson, Danvers.
WEDNESDAY. Aug. 13.
Sch Fame, Cousins, Surry.
“ Freeport, Sawyer, Portland.
“ Charlie & Willie, Emery, Baltimore.
“ E Arcularius, Haskell, Baltimore.
“ Pallas, Pendleton, Belfast.
“ Neponset, Ingraham, Salem.
“ Trader, Pittston, Market.
“ Leo, Coombs, Boston.
“ Uncle Sam, Spalding, New York.
“ I C Hertz, Spear, New York.
Brig Isabel, Beurniann, Temas, Port Au Prince.
Sloop Wave, Smith. Matinic.
Sch Juno, Robinson, Market.
“ Pilot, Thompson, Boston.
THURSDAY, Aug 14.
Sell George & James, Poland, Boston.
“ Citizen, Drinkwater. Island to load for New York.

PROPRIETOR OF THE

.V7J IF D I U U S T O R E ,
W I L S O N & W H I T E ’S B L O C K .
(Sign o f the Golden Eagle,)
Takes this method of informing the people of this place
and vicinity, that he has a very large, well selected and
N ew Stock of

D ru g s , M ed ic in e s, C hem ical’s,
and other articles usually kept by DRUGGISTS. And of
P a t e n t 31 e d i c i n e s ,
he has every kind in the market, which he offers at Whole
sale and Retail.
A liberal discount made to persons buying to sell again.
See Advertisement.
Rockland, Jan. 15, 1861.
4lf

MISS C. U . H A T C H ’S

Sailed.

PILLS 1 PILLS !

Hark to that shout, as it swells on the gale,
Like the cataracts roar, or the wild tempests wail ;
Herrick’s is the pills to banish all ills,
And raise up the sufferer when all others fail.
p il l s ! p i l l s !! p il l s !!!
In years far ahead, when earth gray with age,
Some rhymster will place, on his poetic page, these
verses triumphant—
Herrick’s is the pills, to banish all ills,
And raise up the sufferer when all others fail.
These remarkable pills continue to achieve unparalelled
triumphs over disease. In fact they are considered the
alpha and omega, in medicine ; compounded exclsively
of vegetable extracts, their use is safe, their effects lasting,
and their cures wonderful ; sustained by their merits for
twenty-two years, their sale is unapproached by all others
aombined ; elegantly coated with sugar, and sold in family
boxes for 25 cents. See advertisement on 3d page.

N o tic e o f F o re c lo s u re .
is hereby given that SlARY O. HALL and
N OTICE
ELIJAH HALL, of Rockland, by their mortgage
deed, dated January twenty-fifth, A. D. 1858, conveyed to
Joel Richardson of snid Rockland, the following described
lot of land with the buildings thereon, situate in Rock
land, to w it: beginning on the Northerly line of Park
Street, so called, and at the Southeasterly corner of the
Episcopal Church lot, North 10 deg. East, ninety-five
feet to Andrew Ulmer’s line ; thence South 77 deg. East,
one hundred and fifty-three feet, to the middle of the small
brook ; thence by the middle of said brook, South 10 deg.
West, eighty-nine feet, to said Park S treet; thence by the
Northerly line of said Park Street, North 80 deg. West,
one hundred and fifty-three feet, to the first bounds ;
record ofwhich may be found in Vol. 29,Pnge 68 of Registry
of Deeds for the Eastern Disrrict of Lincoln County.—
And, whereas, the undersigned purchased of the said Rich
ardson on the twenty-nilTlh day of October, A. D. 1859,
the mortgage on the above property, as will be mode to
appear by the Registry for the Eastern District of Lincoln
County, Vol. 31, Page 471, and the conditions of the said
mortgage having been broken he claims to foreclose the
same by giving this public notice in accordance with the
Statute made and provided.
HENRY II. ULMER.
Rockland August 7, 1862.
3w33

Ship-Carpenters anil Quarrynien
W A .3 S T T E D .
work on granite quarry at

QUARRYMEN,
Spruce Head.

Ar in Boston, Bark Damon, (of Bangor) Bartlelt,Ardrossan Ju n e 2 l. On 3d inst, lat 4-1 27, Ion 23 50, in a gale
from SW sprung a leak, and on the 12th, in another gale,
the leak increasing, was obliged to throw over about 60
tons iron to keep from sinking. The vessel now leaks
about 1800 strokes per hour.

—ALSO—
T w e n ty -fiv © S h ip C a r p e n t e r s tow orkonnew
ship building near Atlantic Wharf. For further particu
lars apply to
COBB, WIGHT & C4SE.
August 8, 1662.33tf

DOMESTIC PORTS.

R o c k la n d W a t e r C o m p an y .

CO U R A G E IN V A L ID S!

BOSTON—Ar8th, brig Maria Wheeler, (of St George)
Wheeler, Baltimore.
Ar 6th brig Isaac Carver (of’Searaport,) Shute, Salem;
sch Martha Ann, Sargent, Mt Desert; sch Catharine, Enton, Ellsworth; Brutus, Ellwell, Bangor; Ida Morton,
Thompson, Bristol, Me.
Cld ship.Cavalier, Crockett, Bangor to load for Liver
pool.
Ar 8th, schs Hardscrabble, Gregory, New York; Hiram,
Wells, Calnia; Oregon, Arey, Vinalhaven; Union, Richard
B y th o C o n c u r r e n t te s tim o n y o f m a n y s u f son, Cranberry Isles; Elizabeth, Furr, Bangor; Abaco, Col
ferers, the fact has been established,
son, Bangor; Tahrniroo, Johnson, do; Oceanica, Newbert,
Genuine, Burns, Rockland
T h a t fo r th e c u r e o f D i a r r h e a o r D y s c n tc r y Waldoboro;
NEW YORK—Ar5tlr Warrior, Crockett, Rondout, for
in persons of all ages, no medicine has ever come
to the knowledge of the public that so effectually Boston.
Cld 5lh, Circassian, Ileagan, Baltimore.
does its work and at the same time leaves the
Ar 7th, schs Minnie Cobb, Averill, and Minniehana,
bowels in an active, healthy condition as
Thomas, Rockland.
NEW PORT—Ar 8th, Angeline, Staples, Rockland for
C LE M ’S S U M M ER C U R E.
Sandy Hook; Olive Branch, Rogers, Ellsworth for New
T h a t fo r C h ild r e n C u ttin g T e e t h , i f tr o u b le d York.
with Diarrhea or any irregularities af the Bowels,
all other remedies are insignificant as compared
with
FOREIGN PORTS.

C L E M ’S SU M M E R

ILL open MONDAY, August 25th; at the School
Room, on Summer Street.
WRockland,
August 6, 1862.
33tf

LAUNCHED—At Clierryfield, Me.. 5th inst., from the
yard of Talbot Smith, Esq., a fine copper fastened brig,
built in the most thorough manner, called the Neponset,
about 230 tons.

DISASTERS.

Im B oxtant to th e Afflicted.

School for Young Ladies.

CURE

Howes’ Cough P ills

R. DOW co/ttinues to be consulted at his office, Nos. 7

Street, Boston, on all diseases of a
Dand 9PREndicott
I VAT i? OR DELICATE NATURE.

By a long course of study and practical experience of
unlimited extent, Dr. D. has now the gratification of pre
senting the unfortunate w ith remedies that have never,
since he first introduced them, failed to cure the most
alarming cases of
GONORRIICEA AND SYPHILIS.
Beneath his treatment, all the horrors of venereal and
impure blood, Impotency, Scrofula, Gonorrhoea-, Ulcers,
pain and distress in the regions of procreation, Inflamma
tion of the Bladder and Kidneys, Hydrocele, Abcesses,
Humors, frightful Swellings, and the long train of horrible
symptoms attending this class of disease, are made to be
come us harmless os the simplest ailings of a child.
SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
Dr. D. Devotes a great part of his time to the treatment
of those cases caused by a secret and solitary habit, which
rums the body and mind, unfitting the unfortnnate Indi
vidual for business or society. Some of the sad and mel
ancholy effects produced by early habits of youth, are
Weakness of the Bnck and limbs, Dizziness of the Head,
Dimness of sight. Palpitation o f the heart, Dyspepsia, Ner
vousness, Derangement of the digestive functions, Symp
toms of Consumption. <Stc. The fearful effects on the
mind are much to he dreaded ; loss of memory, confusion
o f ideas, depression of spirits, evil forebodings, aversion
of society, self-distrust, timidity, «fcc ., are among the evils
produced. Such persons should before contemplating
matrimony, consult a physician of experience, and be at
once restored to health and happiness.
Patients who wish to remain under Dr. Dow’s treat
ment a few days or weeks, will be furnished with pleas
ant rooms, and charges for board moderate.
Medicines sent to all parts of the country, with full di
rections for use, on receiving description of your cases.—
Dr. Dow has also for sale the French Capottes, warranted
the best preventive. Order by mail. Three for S I, and a
red stamp.
April, 1862.
I6Iy

R em oval .
—

» --------

J . P. W IS E ,

HE Stockholders of this Company are herebied notified,
that their Annual Meeting, will be held at the office of
said Company, on Monday, August 18, 1862, at 2 o’clock,
P. M., to determine the number of, and elect Directors for
the ensuing year, and to act on any other business that A
may legally come before snid meeting.
Per Order,
M. SUMNER, Clerk.
Rockland, August 4, 1862.
2w33

T

Has removed his Stock of

g r ic u ltu r a l Im p le m e n ts , S eeds
S to v es a n d H a r d w a r e to
N O .7 KIMBALL BLOCK,

Provisions & Groceries.

UGARS, TEAS, MOLASSES und SYRUP, PORK, where he will be happy to see his old friends and custom
HAMS, LARD, CHEESE, RAISINS, CURRANTS, ers. He also offers a new aud splendid assortment of
SPICES, FLOUR. CORN and MEAL, as low as the
lowest, by
II. II. CRIE.
May 1. 1862.
19tf

S

HAYING TOOLS,

T lie

at very low prices.

I lig r lila n d .

B O A R D IN G SCHOOL
FO R

C L E M ’S S U M M ER C U R E .

BOYS.

Please call and be convinced that that is the J act.
Rockland, July 1, 1362.

28tf

W idows an d other H eirs

T h a t fo r C h ild r e n t r o u b le d w i t h C a n k e r in
the mouth or stomach, or mothers suffering from
nursing sore mouth, a safe and speedy cure is ef
fected by the use of

rjUIE 2nd year of this School will commence on
S e c o n d -h a n d S to v e f o r Sale.
— OF—
T U E SD A Y , S E P T E M B E R 2 , 18G 2.
A N excellent Cooking Stove, which has been in use but
21. a short time, will be sold cheap. Enquire at this
The
advantages
for
instruction
in
this
school
are
excel
office.
C LEM ’S SU M M ER CU R E.
lent. The number of Boys will be limited, and every pos
Rockland, August 15, 1862.
34tf
sible attention he given for their improvement. For ref
T li a I fo r C o u g h s , H o a r s e n e s s a n d B r o n 
erences and further information, send for a circular to
OEND IN YOUR CLAIMS
chial allectinns, there is no remedy extant that so uni
N. T. TRUE, M. A., P roprietor .
k-z BOUNTIES and arrears of Pay.
versally affords relief as
Bethel, Me., July 24, 1862.
4w32

OE, C E d S E D

COAL! COAL!!

H O W E S ’ C O U G H P IL L S .
T h a t fo r a tiglitiiCNH o r W h e e z i n g o n th e
Chest, Pains, in the side or a long standing Hack,
the best known remedy is

IIO W E S ’ CO UG H P IL L S .
T h n t n s n il e x p e c t o r a n t m id a m e li o r a t i n g
agent in cases of Phthisic, Whooping Cough, and
Confirmed Consumption, the public have already
rendered their united verdict in favor of

H O W E S ’ CO UG H P IL L S .

Clem’s Summer Cure is a pleasant,
a g r e e a b l e d e c o c tio n o f R o o ts n u d B n r k s
and contains not a particle of opium or drug of any
sort. It always does good, and never does harm.
“ By their works ye shall know them.”
G. C. Goodwin a Co., Boston, General Agents for New
England. II. II. H ay , Portland and B. F. Bradbury,
General Agents for Maine.
Sold in Rockland, by LEVI M. ROBBINS; in Thom
aston by GEO. 1. ROBINSON; in Rockport by CARLE
TON A NORWOOD; in Camden by JAMES PERRY.
D " Sold in all the principal towns and cities in the
State.
I I O W E S Jc C O ., P r o p r i e t o r s .
B e lfa s t. M e.
June 4, 1862.
(rs24)
49ly
T he

C o n fe ss io n s a n d E x p e r ie n c e
OF A N I N V A L I D .
FBLISIIED FOR THE BENEFIT AND AS
warning and a caution to young men who suffer from
Nervous Debility, Premature Deen), Ac.; supplying
the same time the means of Self-Cure. By one who has
ed himself after being put to great expense through
medical imposition and quackery.' By enclosing a p o s t
paid addressed envelope, pinole copies may be had of
the uuthor, NATHANIEL MAYFAIR, Esq., Bedford,
Kings County., N. Y.
March 12, 1862.
121y
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A T

S P

E A R ’S

X V II A R F .

R ockport H igh School.

Pensions and Arrear of Pay to Soldiers dis‘

AAVE a large quantity of all the various kinds of Coal
HE FALL TERM of said School will commence, Au abled in the present War.
which I will be happy to serve out to my old friends and
all who may favor me with their patronage, at as low gust 18th, and continue eleven weeks under the charge
Pensions paid from dale o f approval o f Claim.
of
rates us at any other place iu the city.
Secured at the earliest possible moment, on ap
M R . H E N R Y C . R O B I N S O N , A . B .,
C a s li o n D e liv e r y .
plication in person or by litter to
an experienced and successful teacher. The school is ex
A. K. SPEAR.
o.
n .-v i.r^ .
pected to sustain its former high reputation for strict dis
Rockland, August 14, 1862.
34tf
cipline and thorough instruction. A good opportunity is
B e r r y ’s B lo c k , M a in S tr e e t,
afforded for those fitting for college and designing to leach.
R ockland, Me .
D a n c in g School. Bourd und tuition low.
To Insure promptness and success, I have an agent in
N. T. TALBOT, Agent.
Washington who attends personally to the prosecution of
Rockport, August 1, 1862.
31tf
Pension Claims.
MR. J . C. WHITTEN
March 26, 1862.
6m 14

I

T

g.

awWill commence his second Term
of Dancing School, on WednesW day next, August 20th, ut

“ R E -O P E N I N G

g V E R Y VARIETY OF

L a d ie s’ M isse s’ a n d C h ild ren ’s

A tla n tic H a ll,

Xo. ti Spofford B lo c k .

T e r m s t o t l i e C o u r s e S~«O O .

Rockland, July 29, 1862.

P. S. Mr. Whitten will furnish Music for Balls or Par
ties in or out of town on reasonable terms. Also instruc
tions in private lessons on the Violin.
Rockland, August 15, 1862.
34lf
ut

XORTII STORE I.\ WALKER BLOCK
(Jlcad o f Park Street and Spear Block.)
3 Ie.

F R U IT

I

C H A N T S,

1JESPECTFCLLY informs hia many customIA ers and the public in general, that since the burning

of the store lately occupied by him in Palmer Block, he
N which nil kinds of Fruit and Vegetables may be kept has temporarily established himself at the above place,
tlie year tound, and remain us good as when put up.— where he is just opening an extensive assortment of care
fully selected and very desirable goods, such as :
For sale by
3. M. VEAZIE, No. 2 Atlantic Block.
Rockland, August 1. 1862.
32tf
B ro a d clo th s, C a ss im c r e s, D o e sk in s,

NEW

Y e a tin g s , S ilk uu<l W o o l M ix tu r e s , C a s h i n e r e tts , C o tto u a d e s , «5cc.,
a ls o

STO CK -

TAILORING TRDIM1NGS,
an abundant variety of

G e n tle m e n s ’s F u r n is h in g G oods
and all the latest styles of

BOOTS A N D SH O ES,

Flour! Flour!!

H A T S JAISTD C A P S ,
nil of which goods, in which BEAUTY is strictly com
bined with DURABILITY, together with a very large and*
complete stock of

C U S T O M -M A D E

I shall be pleased to exhibit to my former patrons and
to all who should favor me with their calls, and sell at

E x tr e m e ly L o w P r ic e s.
Please call and see, and be convinced that the place
where you can get SUITED BEST, where you can BU Y
CHEAPEST, and where goods are NEVER MISREPRE
SENTED, is at

EDWARD HARRIS’
N o r th S to r e in W a l k e r B lo c k y
Head o f Park Street and Spear Block,
ROCKLAND, Mb .
June 24, 1862.
27tf

OLD
IN

M A R IN E J O U R N A L .

“ Pallas, Pendietou, Belfast,

To the Judge o f Probate within and for the
County o f Knox,

HE undrr.ignett, Uuardiin of CARO C. and HELEN M.
Mansfield , miuor heirs of d. ii . mansfield ,
late o f Warren, in said County, deceased, represents that
said minors are seized and possessed of certain real estate,
described as follows-—All the interest of said wards in n
lot of land situated in Bucksport, hounded as follows, to
w it: beginning at the Southeast corner of a lot of land
conveyed by Folsom Spofford to Nathaniel Chase, (for
merly occupied by Walter Clary,) above Smelt Brook, so
called, on the North Easterly side of the County road;
thence runuing back on the line of Chase lot seven rods
to a stake and stones; thence Southeasterly on a line
parullel with the County road five rods to sthke and stones;
thence Westerly to a line parullell with the first described
line seven rods to the County road aforesaid, and thence
Northerly by said County road to first bounds ; containing
thirty-five rods, and being the same premises conveyed to
Clark Cottle by Folsom Spofford, by deed recorded in
Hancock Records Book 93, page 196. t h a t an advantage
ous offer of six hundred dollars has been made for the
same by Chesley Perkins, of Bucksport, in said County,
which offer it is for the interest of all concerned immedi
ately to accept, the proceeds of sale to be plased at inter
est for the benefits of said wards. Said Guardian there
fore prays for license to sell and convey the above deserbied real estate to the person making said offer.
JOSEPH FOGG.
April 12, 1862.

T

AHD STILL THEY COME !!

T IIE

F R IE N D S
R IG H T

PLA CE

H e r r ic k ’s S u g a r C oated P ills 1

T

HURRAH! HURRAH!

C E O T H IX G

of my ow n manufacture .

M A R R IA G E S .

THURSDAY, Aug. 7.
Sch Citizen, Drinkwater, Bangor.
FRIDAY, Aug. 8.
Ship Cavalia,Crockett. Boston.
Sch Uncle Suin, Spalding Newburyport.
“ R apid,------- .Yarmouth, N J .
“ Surah, Andrews, Boston.
“ It Bullwinkle, French, Portsmouth:
Saturday , Aug 9.
Sch II K Dunton, Sherman, Camden, for Boston.
*• Leo, Coombi, Boston.
SUNDAY, Aug. 10.
Sch Pallas, Spalding, New York.
“ Charlie A W il'ie, Emery, Vinalhaven, for Balti
more.
“ E Arcularias, Haskell, Vinalhaven for Baltimore.
“ A Jackson, Pierce, Kennebec.
‘‘ Post Boy, Tate, Newburyport.
Bark Trojan, Babbhlge, Belfast.
Sch Pearl, Robinson Danvers.
MONDAY, Aug. 11.
Sch John Adams, Hatch, Kennebunk.
Sloop Wave, Smith, Jonesport.
Sch R B Pius Flanders, New York.
“ Sarah Louisa, Yeaton, New York.
Brig Isabell, Beurniann, Ternas, Port Au Prince.
Sch Hardscrabble, Gregory, Boston.
“ Freport Sawyer, Portland.
“ 1C Hertz, Snow, Vinalhaven for New York.
TUESDAY, Aug 12.
Sch Leo, Mills, Boston.
“ Fanny KeHting, Snow, Camden, New Jersey.
“ George A James, Poland, Portsmouth.
Sloop Abel Jloyet, Pendleton, Kennebec.
Sch Concordia, Miller, Boston.
“ Pilot, Thompson, Boston.
“ Excel, Ingraham, Boston.
“ Sisters, Brown, Boston.
M Warrior, Crockett, Boston.
WEDNESDAY, Aug, 13.
Sell Mt Hope, Kenniston, Portsmouth.
“ Hector, Duncan. Bath.
“ Win Carroll, Chipman, Philadelphia.
“ J os inh Achorn, Hatch, Portland.
“ Brig Henry Leeds, Smith, Portland.
THURSDAY1, Aug. 14.
Sch Corinthian, Small, Vinalhaven for New York.
“ G H orton,------- . Vinalhaven for New York.
“ Glide, Haskell, Boston.
“ Granville, Morton, Boston.
FRIDAY, Aug. 15.
Sch Harriet, Glover, Boston.

3 F * ii’ © c

E D W A R D H A R R IS

32tf

S

M

t l ie

S e lf-S e a lin g

C o u r ts o f P r o b a te .
S T A T E O F M A IN E .

A f t e r

BOOTS & SH OES,

^ ^ a t 2 o’clock, P. M. A term of 12
x lessens, for Masters. Misses and can now be found at W E N T W O R T H ’S E s t a b Young Ladies, WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY AF lig h m e n t .
TERNOON.

O

Arrived.

for PENSIONS,

Xo c h a r g e u n le s s S u c c e ssfu l.

KNOX, SS.—At a Court of Probate held at Rockland,
within and for the County of Knox, on the first Tuesday
of January A. D. 1861:
RDERED, that from and after the day aforesaid the
Courts of Probate within and for the County of Knox,
S ta g e a n d R a ilr o a d N o tic e .
be held at Rockland on the second Tuesday of every
month. And whenever this arrangement shall conflict
with any of the provisions of the Revised Statutes rela
tive to holding said Court, it will be holden on the follow■ng d:i).
HORATIO ALUEN, Judge.
TAGES w ill lea v e ROCK I. AN D for RATH ever)
Attest—A. S. R ice , Register.
3tf
L A D IE S A N D M IS SE S
morning—Sundays excepted—at 2 o ’clock A. M.,
and on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays at 6 1-2
o’clock, A. M, The 2 o’clock Stage will connect with the KNOX COUNTY.—In Court of Probate, held at Rock
cars leaving at 11.40, A. M., for Portland and Boston, and
land, on the second Tuesday of August, J862.
also connect with the Damariscotta and Gardiner Stage.
ARY A. GRAY, Administratrix on the estate of
RETURNING—Will leave BATH for Wiscasset, Dam
WILLIAM GRAY, late of South Thomaston in said
ariscotta, Waldoboro’, Warren, Thomaston and Rock
County, deceased, having presented her account of admin
land, daily at 3 P. M , or on the arrivil of the train from istration of said estate for allowance :
of every size nnd description, just received by Steamer
Portland and Boston, and on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Oudered, that notice thereof be given, three weeks suc Sanford from Boston, at
Fridays, at 8 o’clock, A. M.
cessively, in the Rockland, Gazette printed in Rockland, in
A Stage also leaves MAINE HOTEL, D a in a r iw c o t ta said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
for Gardiner, immediately on the arrival of the 2 A. M. Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on the second Tues
T . A . W E N T W O R T H ’S,
Stage from Rockland, on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri day of September next, and show cause, if any they have,
No. 2 Spofford Block.
days. passing by Damariscotta Mills and through Aina, why the said account should not be allowed.
Rockland, July 29, 1868.
32tf
Whitefield, East Pittston and Pittston arriving at Gardi
11. ALDEN, Judge.
ner in lime for the Boston train of cars and also the
A true copy,—A ttest:—A. S. R ice , Register.
3w34
Stage for Lewiston.
RETURNING—Will leave Gardiner for theabove nam
ed places on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays on the KNOX COUNTY.—In Court of Probate, held at Rock
land, on the second Tuesday of August 1862.
arrival of the above train and Stage arriving at Damaris
cotta in season to connect with the Stage from Bath to
II CLEAVELAND, Administrator on the estate of
Rockland. F a r e $ 1 , 2 5 .
• NICHOLAS BERRY, late of Cuindeu in said Coun
B a r r e ls « T R E M O N T .”
J . T. BERRY <fc CO., P roprietors .
ty, deceased, having presented his first account of adminis
tration of said estate for allowance:
R ocklnnd.D ec.il 1861.
51tf
O rdered , That notice thereof he given, three weeks
successively, in the Rockland Gazette, printed in Rock * 0 B a r r e ls E IG H T B E E F S , Ohio,
land, iu said County, that allpersons interested may at
tend at a Probate Court to be held tit Rockland, on the
B a r r e ls EX CE L SIO R .
second Tuesday of September next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the suid account should not be allowed.
II. ALDEN, Judge.
J
0
B a r r e ls CERESCO.
In this city. Aug. 13th. by Rev, J. Kalloch, Capt. Oliver
A true Copy - A t t e s t A . S. R ic e , Register.
3w34
Gregory and Miss Harriet S. Marden, both of Camden.
In this city, the 10th inst., by J. G. Day, Esq., Mr.
2
0
B
a r r e ls W E B S T E R .
Joseph W. Richards, to Miss Kate S. Blackington, all of To the Judge oj Probate within and for the
this city.
County o f Knox.
GALT MILLS, PORTLAND, LAYFAYBTTE AND MAIn Thomaston, Aug. 10th, by Rev. L. D. Wnrdwell, Mr.
HE Petition of ANN MARY JARVIS, Guardian of coy Flour, Corn, Meal, Cotton Seed Meal, Fine Feed, Oat
Weslev H. Priest and Miss Maria Verill, both of Rockland.
HANNAH E. JARVIS, and JOSEPH R JARVIS, of Meal, Oats, Buckwheat, Grass Seed, Tea, Coffee, Sugar,
In Thomaston, Aug 10th, Mr. Tobias IL Teel, ol St.
Warren, in the County of Knox, minor heirs represents,Molasses, Rice, l’ork, Lard, Raisins, Spices, Starch, SalerGeorge and Miss Nancy M. Young of Thomaston.
that
tlie said wards are seized and possessed of certain atus, Coarse and Fine Salt, Soap, Candles, Fish, Beans,
In Lincolnville, Aug. 10th, by Rev. Moses Mathews, Mr.
Edward P. Halm, of Rockland, to Miss Mary E. Frohock, real estate, situate in said Warren, and described as fol Peas, Butter, Cheese, Brooms, Pails, Ax-handles, Earihen
lows
in a deed from Edwin Smith to Robert Jarvis, Ware, Potash, «fcc-, Ac.
of Lincolnville.
dated July 1845, and recorded in Vol. 9 Page 388, Eastern
Please call, and find for sale, at wholesale or retail, by
District of Lincoln County -.—Begining at the western line
O. B . FA LES.
o f land now or formerly of James Andrews, and at the
Rockland, Aug. 1st, 1862.
32tf
D E A T H S .
Eastern bank of St. Georges river; thence North Easterly
on said Andrews line, as it runs, until it comes to a brook
leading to the old potash; thence down the south side
thereol to a stake and stones near the old potash; thence
In this city, Aug. 10, John McAlister, aged 66.
south twenty degrees west two rods to stake and stones;
In this city, July loth. Flora A., infant daughter of Or thence north eighty degrees west six rods to the river;
A great variety of
lando F. and Mary E. Brown, aged 8 months and 19 days.
thence down suid river to the first mentioned bounds. That
it would be for the benefit of said wards that said estate
This flower to us by God was given,
should be sold, and the proceeds placed at interest. Said
F
a
n
c
y
G
o o d s a n d T o y s,
To bud on earth and bloom in heaven,
Guardian therefore prays that he may be empowered,
A band of angels hovering near
agreeably to law, to sell the same at public auction or pri Of every description, Ladies’ Bags, Portmonaies, Pot’h
A
(hums.
Combs,
Brushes,
Fancy Head Pins, Fancy Work
vate sale or such part thereof us the Court may deem ex
Bore swift away our little dear.
Boxes, Writing Desks, Bracelets, Cutlery, Fifes, Drums,
pedient.
In Union, August 10th, Ebenezer Alden, aged 87 years,
Perfumes, Hair Oils Cologne, Soaps, &c.
ANN M. JARVIS.
10 months and 20 days.
In Boston, on the 7th inst., Mr. Gilbert fcU. Rokes of
P ic k le s , F r u i t , &c.
KNOX COUNTY.—In Court of Probate, held at Rock
Rockland, aged 35 years .
In this city, Aug. 13th, Mrs. Julia A., wife of Joshua land, on the second Tuesday of August 1862.
Pickles, Ketchup. Canned Fruita, Extracts, Olives, Na
Brackett of Belfast, aged 42 years, 9 months and 7 days.—
On the petition aforesaid, O rdered , That notice be live Wines, Ale,Porter, Fruit, Nuts, Dates, Figs, Tobacco,
New Hampshire papers please copy.
given by publishing a copy of said petition, with this order Sugar,Brier Pipes, Meer, Pipes, Coffee «fcc.
thereon, three weeks successively prior to the second Tues
Whole number of interments in this c ity jn the month day of September next, in (he Rockland Gazette, a news
-----ALSO----of July was six.
paper printed in Rockland, that all persons interested may
SILAS KALLOCH, City Undertaker.
attend at a Court of Probate then to be holden in Rockland, R efrcH lim cutM , Oy«terH, I c e C r e n n i9 S o d a ,
P a s t r y , C o u fe c tio n c r y , 4Uc., & c .
and show cause, if any, why the prayer of said petition
should notbe granted.
W . II. K E E N E ,
II. ALDEN, Judge.
A true copy of the petition and order thereon.
N o. 2 P e r r y ’s B lo c k , L im e R o c k S tr e e t.
A ttest:—A. S. R ice , Register.
3w34
Rockhnd, July 1, 1862.
28tf

PORT OF ROCKLAND

S OEJDIERS.

The best family Cathartic in
the W orld.. Used twenty
years by

FIV E M IL L IO N S
OF PERSONS

ANNUALLY;
always give satisfaction ; con
taining nothing injurious; pat
ronized by the Principal phy
sicians in the UNION; elegant
ly coated with sugar. Large
—- -HBoxe3 25 cents; 5 Boxes one
~ in ■ dollar. Full directions with
,t
-- - ■
! each box. Warranted superior
to any Pills before the public.
H e r r i c k ’s K id S t r e n g t h e n in g P l a s t e r s c u r e
in five hours, pains and weakness of the breast, side and
back, and Rheumatic complaints in eq iw ^ \ short periods
of time. Spread on beautiful while lnm& skin, their use
subjects the wearer to no inconvenience, and each one
will wear from one week to three months. Price 18 3-4
cents.
Herrick’s Sugar Coated Pills and Kid Plasters are sold
in all parts of the United States, Canadas and South
America and may be obtained by calling for them by their
full name.
D r . L R. HERRICK & CO., Albany, N. Y.
The above articles are sold by F. G. COOK, C. P. FES
SENDEN,.!. S. HALL Ac CO., and LEVI M. ROBBINS,
Rockland; C. M. Knight, Rockport; James Perry and E.
C. Fletcher, Camden; W. K. Duncan and David Howe,
Lincolnville; II. N. Lancaster &. Co., Northport.
E. BLASIIF1ELD, T ravelling Auent .
February 13, 1862.
3p8Iy

MORE NEW GOODS.
The subscriber has again returned from BOSTON with
another large lot of rich and fiishionable gouds direct from
the Manufactory, all bought at Cash rntcEs.
ALL in want of

H a ts , C aps, B oots, S hoes, & c.,
cannot fail to be suited here as large supplies have daily
been received from Boston and New York Markets, for
the past month making the slock now more complete than
ever, comprising all the styles and fashions in existence
aud selling at unprecedented low prices.

C A L L A N D E X A M IN E A T

LEVI

M.

R O B BIX S,

W E N T W O R T H ’S,

KNOX COUNTY.—In Court of Probate held at Rockland,
on the second Tuesday of August, 1862.
N o . 2 S p o llo r d B lo c k . e
WILSON & W H ITE’S BLOCK,
On the petition aforesaid, O rdered, that notice be giveRockland, July 1, 1862.
Z6if
en by publishing a copy of said Petition with this Order
S IG N O F T H E G O L O E N E A G L E .
thereon, three weeks successively, prior to the second Tues
EEPS a Tull naaortment of Pure and liuaduiieriued
day of September next, in the Rockland Gazette, a news
paper printed in Rockland,that all persons interested may
Drugs, Medicines, dec. They all being new, must
attend at a Court of Probate, then to be held at Rockland,
llierefore be fresh, and they can be bought at a satisfactory
T o F e m a le s in D e lic a te H e a lth .
price.
and show cause, if any, why the prayer of said petition
should not be grunted.
Uemember they can be found at the Sign of the Golden
DR. DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 and 9 Endicott
Street, Boston, is consulted daily for all diseases Incident Eagle.
II. ALDEN, Judge,
Rockland, April 17,1861.
]7tf
A true copy of the petition and order thereon.
to the female system. Prolapsus Uteri, 01 falling of the
A ttest:—A. S. R ic e , Register.
3w*34
Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, aud other menstrual
derangements, are all treated upon new pathological
principles, nnd speedy relief guaranteed in a very few
E X P R E S S N O T IC E . days. So invariubl5 certain is this new mode of treat
ment, that most obstinate complaints yield under it, und
GOOD SUPPLY of Hooks, Lines, Nets, Oil Clothes,
the afflicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
Boots, «^c., dte., low for the times by
n iO W E R & CO.’S
H. H. CRIE.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the
B a n g o r, B o o k la n d & B o sto n E x p re s s , cure of diseuses of women and children, than any other Rockland, May ], 1862.
Respectfully solicits a share of the Express business from physician in Boston.
Boarding accomodations for patients who may wish to p it Y E ’S VEGETABLE CATHARTIC, OR
this city aud vicinity. Our Agent here.
stay in Boston a few days under his treatment.
Dr. Dow, since 1845, having confiued his whole atten
Mr. GEORGE W. TOC MAX,
U n iv e rs a l F a m ily P ill.
tion to an office practice, for the cure of Private Diseases
will most promptly and faithfully altend lo all bnaineas, and Feraale.C’omplaints, acknowledges no superior in the
HESE Pills are purely Vegetable, and a safe remedy
at this Agency.
United States.
for Dyspepsia, Costiveness, Loss of Appetite, Liver
O ffice al W. E. TOLMAN k SONS’ Store, Snow’a . N. B.—All letters must contain four red stamps, or they
Complaint, and Impurities of the Blood, dec., and are the
Brick Building, corner Alain and Spring Street..
will not be answered*
Pills to take when Physic is required. Can be found at
MO WEB k CO.
Office Hours from 8 a. m. to 9 P. m*
THE SIGN OF THE GOLDEN EAGLEBocUtUtd, July 15,1868,
6w30
April, 1862.
161y
Rockland,.May 7,1361.
*>({
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F ish erm en ’s Findings.

A
T

The following ‘Owed to U ke Ontary* is con
sidered worthy of wide dissemination t
<Green are thy w a te n , green ai b o t t l'- g io .—
Behold them stretcht thar 1
Fine Muskalonges and Oswego b u s
Ii often ketched thar.

Thar the red Itijln once took his delights,
Fisht, fit and bled ;

1862.

FIRE! FIR E !! FIRE!!!
AVING removed tho balance of my Stock

H saved from the late Are, to the
S P R IJ Y G

T R A D E .

Store

next

E ast

op the

Express Officr,

on

DRY GOODS

I ehall be pleated to have my friends and the pub 11c generally call and examine the same before makiug their pur
chases of

J)EU ID ED BARGAINS may be found a t the

NEW DRY GOODS STORE;

F rom N ew Orleans.—The papers received
Just opened at
from New Orleans aro one week later than by
Cloths, Ready-Made Clothing,
the previous mail; but they contain nothing of
No 7 K im b a ll B lo c k .
striking interest.
The operations of the rebel ram Arkansas
F u rn is h in g
G oods,
gave the secessionists cause to look and to feel
As I desire to close out the entire lot previous to
good, but they have begun to realize that there
Auction Job lots of Merchandise
would be little hope th a t the recovery of New
S e p t e m b e r lO tli.
The SUMMER CAMPAIGN has begun at
are being received by every steamer from BOSTON and
Orleans by the Confederates would ba the con
I shall make the prices Low E nough to make it an ob will be offered at prices to conform to the limes. Tills Is
sequence of her movement. I t is said that the
ject for all iu want of Goods in my line, to make their the place to Invest, and where a full equivalent will be
PURCHASES AT MY STORE.
intention of the ram was evidently to rundown
given for monies received. We are selling
to New Orleans, if possible, and knock the few
And they are now displaying the best stock of
S T Remember the Place,
Ladles’ and Gents’ Bleached and Un
war vessels we have there u into a cocked h a t,”
bleached Hose,
10 to 20 cents.
SSJOl p o o O©
and then a movement would have been made
Ladies’ Cotton and Lisle thread Gloves, 02 to 17 “
Embrordered Cumbric and Muslin Col
from Camp Moore, and very likely a rising in
N e x t to E x p r e s s O ffice.
lars,
10 to 62 “
the city.
White and Colored Skeleton Skirts (27
Ever offered in the City of Rockland to w hich w e invite
C. G. MOFFITT.
The Delta of the 23d ultimo has the follow
and
32
Hoops,)
75 to 87 “
the attention of BUYERS that feel interested in
Rockland, Juue 24, 1862. .
27tf
ing account of an interview between a flag of
Lawns, Cambrics and Dress Muslins,
10 to 12 “
Light
and
Dark
Dress
Prints,
06 to 11 “
truce party sent by the rebel General to Gen.
W A R C L A IM A G E N C Y .
New
Style
Striped
Figured
Silks,
50
to 62 “
Butler, brief notice of which has been given by
T. E . & P . J . SIM O N T O N ,
Substantial Pant stuff for Boys wear,
20 to 30 “
telegraph:
Black,
Brown
and
Green
Broadcloths,
1,50
to
225
J
N o . 4 B e r r y B aock .
“ Two guerrillas, named Castle and Pendle Rockland, Match 3 1862.
4 00 “
15tf
U. S. Pensions, Bounties & War Claims Superior Style Cashmere Shawls,
ton, were arrested in the vicinity of Baton
Linen, Plain and Hemstitched Handker
Rouge, a short time ago, and brought down to
chiefs,
06 (0 25 “
of all descriptions, promptly procured.
this city. Gen. Ruggles, hearing of this, sent
N o C lia r a r e U n l e s s S u c c e s s f u l .
Col. Jones and Lieut. Barrow, of his staff, un
—ALSO—
der a flag of truce, to the Union authorities
LINENS, W HITE CHECKED and PLAIN CAMBRICS,
Application in person or by letter to
here. They were the bearers of a long docu
TARLTONb, BLEACHED and UNBLEACHED
ment signed by the rebel General, demanding a
C H A R L E S A . M IL L E R ,
COTTONS, SARSNET, CAMBRICS,
statement of the policy of the United States
Government as to the disposition of guerrillas,
ROCKLAND, MAINE.
SILICIAS, GENTS’ COLLARS,
coupled with an inquiry as to the intentions of
CRAVATS, S c , 4 c.,
PETING8 which comprises
O ffice i n W i l s o n Sc W h i t e ’s B lo c k ,
Gen. Butler in regard to the two persons ar
aii bought at the bottom of tile market aud will be sold at
rested as such. The General replied that the
N.
B.
Pension
Claims
should
be
presen
ted
immediately.
BRU SSELS, T A P E ST R Y , TH REE P L Y ,
the very lowest figures.
policy of the Federal Government had already
R eferences .—lion. Israel Washburn, J r., Hon. Abner
Tile goods will be freely exhibited to those who wish,
been pretty strongly stated, and that he could E X T R A S T P E R F 1N E , S U P E R F IN E , tj-c., Coburn, Hon. James G. Blaine, Hon. N. A. Farwell, Hon.
E. K. Smart, Adj’t Gen. John L. Hodsdon, Col. E. K. Har and also to those who do not wish to purchase.
not well express it in a more forcible manner.
ding, Maj. Gen. Wm. H. Tilcouib.
S
A
M
P
S
O
N
'S
and
other
popular
makers.
Rockland, May 27, 1862.
22lf
That as to the two men who had been brought
Rockland, June 24, 1862.
27tf
down from Baton Rouge as bushwhackers, one
of them had been set at liberty on his parole
ten days ago, and the other, in consideration
of his extreme youth, he had already determin
ed to conditionally release. W ith this reply all widihs. HEMP and STRAW Carpetings, Wool and
TO PU R C H A SE
the officers departed for the regions of Seccs- Cotton Bookings, Crumb Cloths, Rugs, Mats, Hassocks,
and every article usually found in a
siondom.”
The same paper has the following paragraph :
E s t a t o lis lim o n t !
“ For some time hack the land pirates in the
F i r s t C lass C a r p e t S to re .
(ESTABLISHED, A. D. 1846.)
service of Van Dorn have been amusing them
P rices always satisfactory . A few more pieces of
selves by taking Union men from their planta that
good quality
O filce, N o . 5y C u s to m H o u s e B lo c k . (UpStairs,")
tions up the river, and, without trial or form
of law, hanging them or spiriting them away
Are prepared at all times to execute all kinds of
from their homes and families. Gen. Butler,
D on'l fo r g e t the Place.
on Sunday night, sent a detachment of the 26th
The Proprietor of No. 1, B e rn ’s Block,
T.
E.
&
F.
J
.
SIMONTON,
Massachusetts to the place where these outlaws
N o . 4 B e r r y B lo c k ,
have been carrying on their bloody work, some
OFFERS one thousand Ladies’ Dress Patterns
miles up the river, with instructions to arrest
' J at COST, and many at a great reduction from cost, in ' The attention of Merchants, Manufacturers, Traders, and
cluding one hundred patterns Plain, Figured, Black and
such persons as were known to sympathize with
all others in want of Printing is invited to this
Van Dorij’s murderers. The troops acted dis
Establishment, which contains
FANCY D R E S S SILK S,
creetly. They made diligent inquiry, and came
off with eight prisoners—one of them, a Mr.
LA TEST NOVELTY
The
Largest
and Best Assortment of
Plain and Figured Berages, Balzarinea, Figured Muslins
Burbanks, the brother-in-law of John Slidell
and Lawns, Valencias and Goats Hair. And now opening
a choice selection of
and Gen. Beanregard. These men are now in
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL
custody in town. Notice is or has been sent to
S u m m e r D r e s s G oods,
Van Dorn, that the persons who hanged the
at prices suited to the times.
Union men must be given up ; that two United
States soldiers captured by the guerrillas must
I ? a s lilo n a T t > le C l o a k s ;
be given up ; that all guerrilla warfare mu6t
The S l i o r t S a c k together with several other
ou hand and made to older. CLOAKING
Together with
stop—else these and other planters of Louisi N ew P atterns of LADIES GARMENTS, just received constantly
CLOTHS very low.
ana, who encourage the guerrilla mode of war and we are now prepared to
fare, will be hanged in retaliation. This is
S H A W L S ,
Approved Machine Presses,
ju s t.”
Manufacture Cloaks and Mantillas
From correspondence dated New Orleans, in all the Latest Spring Styles.
adapted for] speed, durability and beauty of execution,
presenting, with
Ju ly 25tb, wc make the following extracts :
B ln c lr S il k a u d L n c o V i s i le s a u d C a p e s
at half the cost.
“ A singular casualty occurred on Wednes
M RS. M. ALLEN,
X .O 'W P R I C E S
D e L a ln e s .
day night. A Mr. Cammack. Capt Fessenden, whose long experience in our CLOAK DEPARTMENT il
late of company I, Twelfth Maine regiment, u sutQcient guarantee that every Garment will suit is atlll One thousand yards of out of style twenty cent DeExtra Inducements for Patronage.
and a private soldier, all dropped down and with us and will he ever ready to CUT GARMENTS for Laiue selling from 12 1*2 to 16 cents per yatd.
died almost instantly. The probable cause of those who prefer to buy their Cloth elsewhere and make
P R IN T .
this singular mortality was either apoplexy or their owu cloaks.
Three thousand yards of NEW PRINT selling from 8 t is our aim, by the prompt and faithful execution of ail
sun 6troke. Excessive drinking and exposure ALSO, every article used iu the manufacture of Cloaks to 11 cents yer yard.
j orders, the superior character and style of every des
to the sun evidently induced the death of Cam- may be found at our Store.
S h ee tin g .
cription of work, the judicious and tasteful selec
muck and Capt. Fessenden ; of the soldier I am
tion of new type, the adoption of all
T . E . A F . J . S IM O N T O N ,
not informed. There is a good deal of specu
lation about the matter, and there are also
W H I T E A N D H O U S E K E E P I N G G O O D S. Valuable Inventions & Improvements,
N
o
,
4
B
e
r
r
y
B
lo
c
k
.
many whispers of poison, but I am not inclined
A full assortment
to credit the suspicion.
as they may occur, to rank second to no other Printing
Captain Fessenden was from Portland, Me.,
C LO TH S, &c.
Establishment iu this section of the State.
about twenty-eight years of age, and was for
Cheap Cloths for Men and Boys wear, White and Color
merly First Lieutenant of the famous Chicago
ed Woolen Flannels, Cotton Flannels, Tickings, Dennims, Among the varieties of work which we are prepared to
Stripe and Checked Shirtings, English, Scotch and Domes
Zouaves. He was a kind-hearted man, of warm,
S IL K S ! S IL K S ! !
execute, are
tic Ginghams, Cotton and Worsted Damask, French and
generous impulses. As an officer he had no su
Domestic Patches, Hosiery and Gloves.
perior in his regim ent; but was so addicted to
Owing to the DEPRESSION i the sale ofiHIGH COST i
BiiMincgM a u d W e d d in g C a r d s ,
intoxication that just previous to our leaving GOODS our Siotk of
V i a i l in g C a r d s ,
C a r p e tin g s
Ship Island he was tried by court m artial and
I In great variety, cheaper than ever before offered in this
B a l l T ic k e t s ,
dismissed the service.”
! city.
B la c k a n d F a n c y S ilk s
H a n d b il l s ,
IE A T IIE R S
Show -Bills,
The want of reinforcements a t New Orleans,
will be sold at much Jess than former prices.
1
All
grades,
very
low
.
P rogram m es,
for the purpose of carrying out Union policy
P o ste rs,
T
.
E
.
Sc
P
.
J
.
S
I
M
O
N
T
O
N
,
and purposes in Louisiana, is Bpoken of with
I The above named goods together with the ten thousand
B il l - H e a d s ,
I and one articles that go to make up the most extensive
some regret, although there is no idea broach
B ills o f F a re ,
N o . 4 B e r r y B lo c k *
stock of Dry Goods now offering in this market, will all
be sold if possible at some price by the first of September
W a y B il l s ,
ed that the city, or Baton Rouge, is under any
next, as I contemplate a change in business and intend to
E n v e lo p e s ,
risk from the secessionists within or without,
commence THE FALL CAMPAIGN with an entire new
C ir c u la r s,
Stock.
A letter writer says on this score :
P. S. I would say to my old patrons and friends now is M a n u f a c t u r e r s ’ T a g s ,
a rare chance fot you to secure good bargains. Please give
“ It is a great pity that th e government
B a b e ls o f a l l k iu d s .
me a call.
can t spare us a few th o u s a -; more troops, so
O rd er B o o k s.
W IN D O W S H A D E S .
E. BARRETT.
th a t we might cnt.nfl- clcan out this state and
B a n k C h eck s.
Rockland, June 11, 1862.
25tf
the little towns
Sound.
CLOTH W INDOW SHADES in every Style of Gilt, j
B a n k B ooks,
B la n k N o te s ,
T- .nc?u™‘'%d by the re-establishment of the Painted or Crayon, RUSTIC BLINDS, Cord and Tassels, |
Tassel
Hooks
and
Loops,
Curtain
Fixtures,
Side
Light
B i l l s o f L a d in g .
C otates authority in New Orleans, a
TO W H O M
I n s u r a n c e B la n k s ,
r .at many people in the surrounding country Curtains, Damasks, FEATHERS, and every article in the
T o w n B la u k s ,
have given more or less expression to the Union UPHOLSTERY Line.
W o o d B il l s ,
feeling which the tyranny they have been here
T . E . Sc F . J . S IM O N T O N ,
H a y B ills ,
tofore subjected to has suppressed. The result
M i l k B il l s .
is that guerrilla bands are retaliating by out
N o . 4 B e r r y B lo c k .
B e it K n o w n , T h a t
raging the people and stealing or destroying
iB
ook
a
n
d
P
a
m
p
h
le
t
P
r i n t in g
their property.
, For which we have every facility, and which will be at.
They appeal to Gen. Butler for protection ;
tended to promptly, and executed correctly.
but what can he do w ithout reinforcements ?
T. A . W E N T W O R T H
When Gen. Williams and his command arrive
we shall he able to assist the towns in our im
C L O A K IN G S .
AS ju st received and lias now in Store the M
M
ass
mediate neighborhood; but with a reinforce
largest and most perfect assortment of
We have a fine Stock of these goods in Broadcloths,
ment of five or ten thousand men we could
G O L D , S IL V E R , C R IM S O N
clear the State of active secession from one end Tricots, Light-Weights, Zepher Cloakings, Repellants,
and other
Glenham Sackings, &c. Also Machine Silk, Orrs fe Macto the other-”
The health of the city and that of the troops naught’s Spool Cotton all Colors and Numbers, Galloon
Colors o f B ro n ze W o rk ,
and Prussian Bindings, Cable Braid and Tassels. Exam
ever offered to the public.
And all descriptions of Plain and Fancy Work in the
is good. There is no yellow fever. The river re ine our Slock before making your purchases.
He ia weekly receiving large supplies from Boston and
Printing line that may lie required.
mains much higher than customary a t thisseatherefore keep posted on the variety of style and prices.
bod, and sanitary arrangements are such as to
T . E . Sc F . J . S I M O N T O N ,
rp~r Persons wishing for work in our line are iuvited to
M E N
B O Y S ,
prevent epidemical diseases. Food being plencall, aa we can suit them, both as to style and ptice.
N o . 4 B e r r y B lo c k .
j . PORTER & SON,
tier and cheaper also lessens risk from this

O f f i c e , — I M l l s t m r y ’s I V © w Z B lo o B z .
B o a r d s a t t h e T h o r n d ik e H o t e l ,—where calls
may be left when the Dr . cannot be found at his office.
Dr. Estabrook will be pleased to attend to all calls with
which he may be favored, at uis office , where he may
be found day or night.
Particular attention given to diseases of the eye and
Ear.
Rockland, April 2, 1862.
3ml5

S IM O N T O N ’S,

Low Z»rices.

Carpetings.

F L O O R O IL C LO TH S

RARE

CHANCE

JO B P R IN T IN G

D R Y GOODS,
C H E A P .

P R IN T IN G

CZO JA \S'.

jr® ]3

!

Z I? IB 3

IT MAY CONCERN.

H

THIN HATS

T he Confederate Strength at R ichmond.
A correspondent of the New York Express at
Harrison’s Landing, says:
“ The statement of a Washington correspond
ent of the New York Tribune, that the rebels
have only 70,000 mon in and around Richmond,
is regarded as simply ridiculous by military
men. We know that the Confederates have in
the neighborhood of City Point, and along the
river opposite us, nearly half that number,
while the main body of their army lies in great
maBS near Richmond. Nobody supposes them
to have less than 150,000 men, allowing 25,000
for Jackson, who, it is thought, has gone to
the valley to operate against Pope. Rebel offi
cers allow us to have, with cecent reinforce
ments, 100,000, and boast that they can heat us,
and keep half their army out of action. I heard
this boast made a t City Point a week since by
a Confederate, in the presence of several broth
er officers, and they all assented to it. The
Richmond papers all urge offensive action, upon
the ground that their army is stronger than
ours, and that they cannot afford to wait until
Lincoln gets a new levy raised. (See Richmond
Examiner, July 19)”
An English Sister of Mercy states the curious
fact that the last words of a great number of
Boldiers dyiDg under her observation were cf
their mothers, though many of them must have
left a wile and children.
We take the following from the Bahama Her
ald of the 23d :—
•‘ The Spirit of the Wind from London, re
ports that when about thirty miles lrom this
port, she was in company with a steamer bound
here from Savannah, with a cargo of cotton,
which was chased and fired into by a Federal
cruiser, who finally succeeded in capturing her
and bearing her away a prize. Her name '
unknown, and she hoisted no flag.”
F ish Story.—The Aroostook (Houlton) Times,
says that, “ a t the store of M. Welch, Esq.,
may be seen a live specimen of fresh water lob
ster. I t is a perfect prototype of tho large sea
lobster.”
The following description is in a deed record
ed in Oxford county Maine : "Thence norther
ly four rods, thence aa crooked as you can go
to the north line of the Phillips Academy

HOOP

S K IR T S .

Now Is your time to buy Skirts, as we have a VERY
LARGE STOCK, bought

D ir e c t o f th e m a n u fa c tu r e r s,

No. 2 Spoftbrd Block, is the Place.
Rockland, June 10, 1862.

25tf

W A R R E N

STREET,

RO CKLAND .

A S p le n d id A s s o r tm e n t o f

A n d

F a n cy

G ood s,

SOLE LEATHER, WAX LEATHER,

S tra w , F a n c y & M ou rn in g B o n n e ts
RIBBONS. FLOWERS, LACES and EDGINGS
of all descriptions.

TALnlng-s, ZBLn.dJLngs.
K id a n d G o a t S to ck , R u b b e r G orin g

J J A S ON HAND A GOOD STOCK OF THEIR

Y a rn s , F la n n e ls , C assim e re s a n d
S a tin e tta ,
which will be sold at the Factory prices for Cash or Wool
25tf

Awarded the First Premium, Silver Medal and Rockland, Juue 12, 1861.
Diploma, at the Massachusetts Charitable
JURIED CURRANTS,
Mechanics Association, Boston, 1860.

H IT M A N M IS E R Y .

T

Marseilles, Lancaster and HOtJEY COMB Quilts con
stantly on hand. Also a few W oolen Blankets, which w ill
he sold without regard to c o n .

E lix ir o f B a rk a n d Iro n ,
T?OR Bale ac

J?

J. B. HALL 4 CO.’S

Iro n a n d SI eel.
ASSORTMENT JUST RECEIVED
and for sale as low aa the lowest, at the Brook, by
A FINE
H. U . CBLE.

B sO lttd jA f til W, 1862.

Reeklaad, Mty, 1, 1862.

19tf

C A PT. E . H . SANFO RD,
leave BANGOR, or as far up aa the J c e will ad
mit, for BOSTON, every Monday and Thursday at
W ILL
11 o’clock, A. M., commencing on Thursday, April 17 ; ar

riving at ROCKLAND at about 5 o’clock, P. M.
R eturning—Leaves Foster’s South Wharf BOSTON,
for BANGOR, and intermediate landings on the river,
every Tuesday and Friday, afternoon, at 5 o’clock, arriv
ing at ROCKLAND every Wednesday and Saturday
morning at about 5 o’clock.
F A R E —From Rockland to Boston,
$2.O O .
River Fares as usual. Freight taken at usual rates.
M. W. FARWELL, Agent.
Agent’s Office at Police Court Room.
April 17, 1662.
8ml7

Portland and New York Steamers.
The splendid and fast Steamship

C H E S A P E A K E , Capt. S. Crowell,
S hoe D u c k , P e g s . B a sts, S hoe N a ils a n d
will until further notice run as follows :
in great variety.
Leaves
Brown’s
Wharf,Portland, every WEDNESDAY
S h o e T o o ls o f a l l k in d s ,
at 4 o’clock P. M., and leave Pier 9, North River, New
York, every SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock, P. M.
A T T H E B R O O K , M A IN ST .
The vessels are fitting up with fine accommodations for
Rockland, September 2, 1861.
337
ALSO,—KNITTING and TIDY COTTON, WOOLEN passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and com
YARN, ZEPHYR and GERMAN WORSTED
fortable route for travellers between New York aud Maine.
in great variety.
W A S H IN G T O N H O U S E ,
Passage $5.00, including Fare and State Room.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
HOOD and SH E T LA N D Y A R N S.
NO 1 , B R O A D W A Y ,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St. John.
Shippers are requested to send their Freight to the
NEW YORK.
steamers as earlv us 3 P. M., on the day that she leaves
Such as SADDLER’S and EMBROIDERING SILK, Portland.
For Freight and Passage apply to
. tuke pleasure in announcing to my old patrons, that I
Tambo, Moravian and Nun’s Cotton, Linen Floss,
EMERY A FOX, Portland.
have opened, repaired, and refitted in the most thorough
Gold Braid, and other small articles too
H. B. CROMWELL, A CO., No 86 West Street, N. Y
manner, the above commodious and pleasantly situated
numerous to mention.
December, 3,1861.
(Nov. 25.)
50tf
house, where I shall be most happy to see my old friends
and shall spare no effort in making them a pleasant and
W H I T E GOODS,
agreeahle home, aud would here tuke pleasure in ac
T o W h o e v e r it M ay C on cern .
knowledging past favors.
Lawns, Cambrics, Brilliants, Muslin, Crimpolins, Mar
FFICERS OF THE ARMY AND NAVY AND THEIR
seilles, and a general assortment of other goods usually
JOHN E. MERRILL, P roprietor,
MEN—if deceased, their heirs entitled to Bounty
kept in such an establishment.
Money or Lands, Back Pay and Pensions for sevrices in.
Formerly o f the Webster House Boston.
any of the wars of the Unitod States from the Revolution,
May 7, 1862
20tf
AGENT FO R
including the present war. I have had many years ex
F R E N C H and A M E R IC A N H A IR W O RK , perience in procuring the different claims due for services
W IL D E S ’ H O T E L ,
of the best manufacture in the United States, which he in the different claims due for services in the different
wars and having the laws and opinions iu such cases. I
N O . 4 6 E L M S T R E E T ,’ keeps constantly on hand or orders at short notice.
B O N N E T S B L E A C H E D A N D P R E S S E D . am prepared to assist any person who may wish my ser
vices, on reasonab!e terms. Information given gratis, by
BO STO N ".
H. HATCH.
mail or otherwise. I have hail much trouble in procuring
Rockland, April 23, 1862.
43tf
claims after others have been employed. To insure suc
MERRITT & WHITTEMORE, P roprietors.
cess, employ men that know how to do vour business.
F. A. LEWIS.
j g IL C O C H R A N
October 15, 1861.
3gtf
O F F I C E M A IN S T R E E T .
Belfast March 25, 1862.
6m 14
w 1 1 t a k e risks oi

H o sie ry a n d Gloves,

E m b roid erin g M aterials,

O

T H O R N D IK E

HOTEL.

D w e llin g

G . W . H O D G E S , P ro p rie to r.

Household

CORNEIi MAIN AND SEA STREETS, ROCKLAND.
Single persona o- small Families accommodated with
board on liberal terms.
Coaches always in attendance to take guests to and
from the seven) steamers.
Rockl md April 17, I860.
17tf

J and repairing sails.
D u c k , B o lt R o p e , T w i n e , T h im b le s ,
a g e and a lot of second hand fore and uft sails
repair, for sale cheap.
SAILS made and repaired at short notice.
Thankful for the liberal patronage heretofore
the same is respectfully solicited.
Rockland, March 11, 1862.

C ord
in good
received
12tf

-A.. S. R I C E ,
A tto r n e y & C o u n s e llo r a t L aw .
OFFICE NO. 2, KIMBALL BLOCK,

ROCKLAND, M E.
Rockland, Jan. 1, 1862.

3tf

GEORGE. W. FRENCH,
A t t o r n e y a n d C o u n s e llo r a t L a w
TH OM ASTON. M E.
October 23, 1861.

43tf

BOUNTIES, PENSIONS,
------ AND------

.A r r e a r s

o f p a y S ecu red

TO SOLDIERS OR THEIR HEIRS.
Soldiers wounded or in any way injured or who die
from wounds or injuries received or disease contracted
while in service (they or their heirs) cun have the same
secure.l by applying, to
GEORGE W. FRENCH, Attorney at Law
Thomaston, October 16, 1861.
43tf

LYSANDER HILL,
C o u n s e llo r & A tto r n e y a t L aw ,
TH O M A STO N , M E.
February 20, 1661.

9lf

O. G . H A L L ,
a t Iparo,
B E R R Y ’S B L O C K , M A I N S T R E E T ,
ROCKLAND, MAINE.
Rockland, July 12, 1860.
291y

WILLIAM BEATTIE,
C o u n se llo r a n d A tto r n e y a t L aw ,
R O C K L A N D M A IN E .

37if

construction, and a Jl

Y

GREAT DISCOVERY EUREKA.

The Eureka, is a Spanish preparation, w'nith will change
gray, light or red hair or whiskers, to an auburn, dark
and prompt in the ad brown or black color. For sale by
J. L. GIOFRAY, Sole Agent.
justment of their losses
HARTFORD FIRE INSURANCE CO.,
Hartford Connecticut. Incorp. 1819. Charter perpetual.
JOSEPH
L.
GIOFRAY,
Capital $500,000,....................Surplus upwards of $210,000.
N o , 5 C U 8 T O M H O U S E B L O C K (U p S ta ir s )
II. Huntington, Pres’t.
T. C. Allyn, Secretary.
Will sell a nice Gents’ French Wig one dollar less than it
can be bought in any hair store in Boston.
HOME INSURANCE CO.
I will sell a Lady’s French Wig two dollars less than
Few York City.
Cash^Capital $1,000,000......................... .Surplus $300,000. cost.
I will sell a Frizette from three inches to five and a quar
Chas. J . Marlin, President.
ter inches, from fifty cents to one dollar less than can be
A. F. Wilmarth, Vice Pres’t.
J. M. Smith, Scc’y.
bought in Boston.
I will sell a Hair Band from one to two dollars less.
CITY FIRE INSURANCE CO.
I will sell the best Hair Dye for 75 cents per bottle.
Hartford, Connecticut....................Cush Capital $250,000.
Ladies in particular are requested to call at my rooms
C. N. Bowers Pres’t.
C. C. Waite, Sec’y.
and examine the work, as I am sure they will be satisfied
with botli price and material.
MAINE INSURANCE CO.
Orders for C ustom W ork promptly executed and
Augusta, Maine.........................................Capital $60,000.
entire satisfaction warranted.
J. L. Cutler, President.
J . H. Williams, Sec’y.
Grateful for the liberal patronage bestowed upon my
humble efforts to please the public in the past, I shall en
NEW ENGLAND FIRE & MARINE INSURANCE CO. deavor to use my best efforts to retain the present trade
and respectfully solicit an exteution of the same.
Hartford, Connecticut. ;
Cash Capital $200,000.......................... Assets over 230,000.
S H A V IN G D E P A R T M E N T .
N. M. Waterman, Prea’t.
Geo. D. Jewett,' Secr’y.
Shaving, Hair Cutting, Shampooing, Coloring, Curling,
aud Frizzling done a little better than at any other estab
WESTERN MASS. INSURANCE CO.
lishment iu the State, this is what the people say.
Pittsfield, Mass....... Cash Capital and &urp. over $200,000.
L A D IE S’ P R IV A T E ROOM
E. II. Kellogg, Pres’t.
J. G. Goodridge, Sec’y.
or HAIR CUTTING and SHAMPOOING, which will be
SPRINGFIELD FIRE & MARINE INSURANCE CO. done for half the usual prices.
Particular
attention paid to cutting Boys and Misses
Springfield, Mass.
Cash Capital $200,000......................Assets over $448,000 Hair.
Edmund Freeman, Pres’t.
Wm. Connor, Jr., Sec’y.
PERFUM ERY
of all descriptions for sale at this establishment.
CHARTER OAK FIRE &. MARINE CO.
Hartford, Conn.......................................... Capital, $300,000
R. Gillett, President.
J, II. Sprague, Sec’y.
which is for sale at his establishment and by Druggists
generally. Every mother should not tail to have a box in
HAMPDEN FIRE INSURANCE CO.
the house in case of accident.
Springfield, Mass..................... Capital and assets,$220,000
MR. J L. GIOFRAY will sell his stock of Salve now
W. B. Calhoun,Pres’t.
J. C.Pynchon, Sec’y.
on hand consisting of 4000 Boxes for 13 cts per Box.
J. L. GIOFRAY.
CONWAY FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Rockland, Dec. 25, 1660.
(Sept. 20, 1859. 39tf)
Conway, Mass.......................................... Capital $200,000.
J. S. Whitney, Pres’t.
D. C. Rogets, Sec’y.

S a m a rita n S a lve,
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n
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ROCKLAND, MAINE.
O ffice i n W i l s o n Sc W h i t e ’s B lo c k .
Artificial Teeth inserted and warranted to give satisfac
tion in every respect. All operations performed on the
natural teeth, in the most skillful manner.
Rockland, February 18, 1862.
9tf

DR. J. ESTEN ,
H o c e o p a th ic P h y s i c i a n

THOMASTON MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
Thomaston, Maine.
Atwood Levensaler, Pres’t.
Wm. R. Keith, Sec’y
PENOBSCOT MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
Bangor, Maine.
B. Plummer, Sec’y.

R. II. EDRT,
S O L IC IT O R OF P A T E N T S ,
Late Agent of U. S. Patent Office, Washington,
(under the Act o f 1857.)

76 S ta te S tre e t, o p p o site K ilb y S tre e t.
BOSTON.

E. L. Hamlin, P res’t.

L ife In s u ra n c e .
Life insurance effected in the following sound companies
doing business on the most approved plans, and offering in
ducements second to no other companies. Premiums may
be paid quarterly, semi-annually, or yearly.

Life Insurance effected as above, on either stock or mu
tual plan.
iEF E. II. C ochran , thankful for the liberal patronage
heretofore received, pledges himself to give the most care
ful attention to ail business entrusted to him in the insur
ance line.
48tf

NEWS FOR THE MILLION !
A -T V O T IIE R

G R E A T M Y S T E R Y SO LV ED !

O ffice i n W ilw o u <Sc W h i t e ’s B lo c k y
R O C K L A N D , M e.
R esidence ou W ater Street, first house north of A. C
Sp dding’s.
Rockland, June 5, 1860.
24lf

THOM AS

American and Foreign Patents.

HOLYOKE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Sulem, Mass............................ Capital and Assets, $350,000.
A. Story, Pres’t.
J. T. Burnham, Sdc’y.

CHARTER OAK LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Hartford, Conn..................... Capital and Surplus, $500,000.

.

CHASE,

fo r C a s li .

panies, known to be safe

CONNECTICUT MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Hartford, Connecticut. . . Accumulated Capital, 3 000,000,
[E? The above are the oldest Life Insurance Companies
in the United Stales. The insured participate in the profit;

T IS T J R

© £»,

other insurable proper-

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Boston, Mass.............. Accumulated Capital, $1,200,000.

N

A new and full assortment which will be sold

CJ l x

, ty, in the following com

O F F IC E . NO. 2 K IM B A L L B L O C K .
MAIN S TR EE T.................... ................R O C K LA N D , ME
P eter T aacher,
R. p. E . T hacher .
Roc klaml, Feb. 21, 1856.
48tf
E

HAIR W ORK.
—ALSO—
M g S . H A R D I N G ’S

PETER TEACHER & BROTHER.
Attorneys and Counsellors a t Law,

D

L a d ie s a n d G e n tle m e n

Finishing R i s k s
buildings in process oi

S A I L - M A K I N g",
AT NO. 3 CROCKETT BLOCK,

Houses,
Furniture,

Stores, Stocks of Goods,

greatest"novelty
OP TH E AGE.

Dr. J. C. P laner’s

FRY E,

and

PATENT

O F F IC E N O . 4 K IM B A L L B L O C K ,
(Over the Store o f M . C. Andrews.)
D w e l l i n g H o u s e , o n S p r i n g S tr e e t;
opposin- Dirigo Engine House.
ALL ORDERS BY DAY OR NIGHT
will be promptly attended to.
Rockland, Nov. 20 1858.
48t

L A

S T S !

_ T. E T & F . J . SIM O N T O N ,(Successors to J. W. Brown,)
-----D ealers in -----

FTER an extensive practice of upwards of twenty
years, continues to .secure Patents in the United States;
also in Great Britain, France, and other foreign countries.
Caveats, Specifications. Bonds, Assignments, and all Pa
pers or Drawings for Patents, executed on liberal terms,
and with despatch. Researches unde into American or
Foreign works, to determine the validity or utility of Pat
ents or Inventions—and legal or other advice rendered iu
all matters touching the same. Copies of the claims of
any Patent furnished by remitting One Dollar. Assign
ments recorded at Washington.
The Agency is not only the largest in New England, but
through it inventors have advantages for securing Patents,
of ascertaining the patentability of Inventions unsurpassed
by, if not immeasureably supperior to, any which esn be
offered them elsewhere. The Testimonials below given
prove that none is MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PAT
ENT OFFICE than tiie subscriber; and as SUCCESS IS
THE BEST PROOF () F A DVANTAG ES AN D A BI LIT Y.
he would add that he lias abundant reason to believe, m d
can prove, that at no other office of the kind are the charges’f* r professional services so moderate. The immense
practice of the subscriber during twenty years past, has
enabled him to accumulate a vast collection of specifica
tions and official decisions relative to patents.
These, besides his extensive library oi le^aland mechan
ical works, aud lull accounts of patents granted in the
United Slates and Europe, render him able, beyond ques
tion, to offer superior facilities for obtaining Patents.
All necessity of a journey to Washington to procured
patent, and the usual great delay there, are here saved in
ventors.

A

T E S T IM O N IA L S .
“ 1 regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and suc
cessful practitioners with whom I have had official inter
course.”
CHARLES MASON.
Commissioner of Patents.
“ I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that they
cannot employ a person more competent and trustworthy
and more capable of putting their applications in a form
to secure lor them an early and favorable consideration
at the Patent Office.” EDMUND BURKE,
Late Commissioner of Patents.
Mr. R. II. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN applica
tions, on all but one of which patents has been granted,
and that is now pending. Such unmistakeable proof of
great talent and ability on his part leads me to reccomtnend ull inventors to apply to him to precure their pa
tents, as they may be sure of having the most faithful at
tention bestowed on their cases, and at very reason
able charges.”
JOHN TAGGART.
During eight months the subscriber, in course of hi9
large practice, made on twice rejected applications SIX
TEEN APPEALS, EVERYONE of which was decided
in his favor, by the Committee of Patents.
R. II. EDDY.
Boston, Dec. 2, 1861.
Iy51

Silks, Dress Goods, Shaw ls,

[Copyright secured.]

C L O A K IN G S & C LO A K S.

The G reat In d ia n Rem edy
FOR. FEMALES.

WHITE GOODS, EMBROIDERIES, LINENS,
TRIMMINGS, HOSIERY, GLOVES, Ac.,

Made Thereon.

---- also ----

T

N o . 4 B o rry B lo .lt .

ROCK

consisting iu part of the following articles:

French and American Calf Skins,

The large and Staunch Steamer

M ENEM ON SA N FO RD .

at No. 4 Perry Block,
L IM E

Spring and Summer Millinery.
AND R U B B E R S ,

F A C T O R Y

CITRON,
I1E Machine as now constructed is excelled by no ma
chine iu the World.
TAM ARINDS,
It is light draft, durable, easily managed and will not
clog.
FIGS,
It has no side draft, no weight on »he horses neck, and
M O U R N IN G GOODS.
wiU cut well at any rate of speed. It is the best machine
LEMONS,
in use, for rough or uneven land as the Cutter bar is en
This Department receives our particular attention and tirely under the control of the operator, and the Machine
HONEY, &c., &c.
s now supplied with the choicest Goods to be found in can not be tipped over.
J . S. H A L L & CO.,
the Market.
W arren , June 3.1862.
Mr . W ise —In accordance with your request, to know
Rockland, April 30, 1862.
how I like the Manny Mower which I purchased of you last
T . E . & F . J . S IM O N T O N ,
season, I would say that it works to mv entire satisfaction,
I have tried it in ull kinds of grass, aud find that it works
N o . 4 B e r r y B lo c k .
admirably. I would also slate that a neighbor of mine
T H E G R EA T CAUSE OP
witnessed the operation of the machine aud was so well
pleased with it that he has concluded to have you order
one for him. I would recommend the Manny Mower, as
being the best Machine offered to the public. The one
Just Published in a Sealed Envelope *, Price 6 cts.
horse Machine will perform the work of four men and do
A LECTURE BY D r . CULVERWELL ON THE
it far superior. Try it brother farmers, and 1 think you
will say that it is the the best investment you ever made. CAUSE AND CURE of Spermatorrhoea, Consumption,
Mental and Physical Debility, Nervousness, Epilepsy j
S U M M E R B A L M O R A L S.
Yours truly,
A. M. COBB.
Impaired Nutrition of the Body ; Lassitude ; Weakness of
A g r ic u ltu r a l W a r e a n d S e e d Store. the Limbs and the B ack ; Indisposition, and Incapacity
A new article in the Market, full width and length,just
for Study and Labor; Dullness of Apprehension , Loss of
J
.
P.
WISE.
Memory ; Aversion to Society ; Love ofSolitude; Timidi
received) also a fine assortment of Moreens; which will be
ty ; Self-Distrust;Dizziness;Headache ; Affections of the
Rockland, July 1, 1862.
28tf
sold low.
Eyes ; Pimples ou the Face ; Involuntary Emissions, and
Sexual Incajiacity . the Consequences of Youthfnl Indis
T . E . Si V . 3 . S I M O N T O N ,
cretion, Stc. &c.
N o tic e .
O ’ This admirable Lecture clearly proves that the
HE Committee on Claims aud Accounts will be in ses above enumerated, often self afflicted evils, may be re
N « . 4 B e r r y B lo c k
sion at the Custom House, the first Friday of every moved without medecine and without dangerous surgical
month until otherwise ordered.
operations, and should be read by every youth and every
T. K. OSGOOD,
>
man in the landC. L. A LLEN,
> Com m ittee.
Sent under seal, to any address, in a plain, seuled en
G. W . KIMBALL, J r. J
velope, on the receipt of six ceuts, or two postage stamps,
Rockland, May 14,1862.
21tf
by addressing
CH a S. J . C. KLINE Sc CO.,
Q U IL T S ! Q U IL T S !
127 Bowery, New York, Post Office Box, 4586.
May, 13, 1862.
(rs21)
7Jy
N IC H O L S ’

T . E . Si F . J . S I M O N T O N ,

FANCY GOODS,

F E d T ttE R S .
Y A R N S . F L A N N E LS &c. CJISLPETS NO.
JM ^N TN TY ’S
4 BERRY’S BLOCK.
Rockland, Feb. 15, 1860.
W . O. FULLER, - S pear B lock,
P a te n t M ower a n d Reaper,
M AYO & K A L E R ,
A g e n t fo r t h e W a r r e n F a c t o r y ,

which we shall sell without regard to'the “ WAR TAX,”
FO R O NE OR TW O H O RSES.
which will soou make them from two to lour Dollars per
dozen higher.
B n i l t E x p r e s s ly to m e e t th e w a n t s o f N e w
Call early and secure a GOOD BARGAIN.
E n g la n d F a r m e r s.
T . E . & F . J . S IM O N T O N ,
N o . 4 B e v r y B lo c k .

N o . 5 C u s to m H o u s e B lo c k , (Up Stairs,)
Over J . C. L ibbey & Son’s, Hardware Store.
Rockland, April 3, 1662.

$ 3 .0 0 T o B o s t o n .

S p r in g A r r a n g e m e n t.

Manufacturer of and Wholesaler Dealer in

&

O U T SID E R O U TE .

— AND—

E P H R A IM W . B A R T L E T T ,

CARPETINGS.

A

M IL L IN E R Y

C I T Y P H Y S IC IA N ,

L im e B o c k Street.

N o w most o f the inhabitants is w hites,

And nary red!

Dr. T. L. ESTABROOK,

D R Y GOODS.

DR. MATTISON’S INDIAN EMMENAGOGUE.

This celebrated Female Medicine, pos
sessing virtues unknown of anything else
of the kind, and proving effectual after all
others iiave failed, is designed for both
SUCCESSORS to pierce A kai. br .
married and single ladies, aud is the very
JY . JR .
best thing known for the purpose, us it
DEALERS IN
will bring on the monthly sickness in
AKES pleasure in informing his many friends and pat
cases of obstruction, after ail other reme
rons that he is now prepared to furnish all kinds and
dies of the kind have been tried in vain.
qualities of BOOTS manufactured upon these CELE
O v e r 2 0 0 0 B O T T L E S have now
BRATED LASTS, which are the latest and most improv
been sold without a single failure when
ed pattern yet brought before the public.
taken as directed, and without the least
Corner Store, Pillsbury Block, Main St.
injury
to health in any case. O ’It is put
T h e A n a to m ic a l L a s t
EBEN B. MAYO,
?
up in bottles of three different strengths,
is truly constructed upon Scientific principles, constructed
GEORGE F. KALER. j
with full directions for using, and sent by
in
accordance
witii
the
bony
ligamentous
conformation
of
March 3,1859.
Express, closely sealed, to ail parts of the
the bottom of the foot, an entirely new principle and a
country.
great improvement on the old style of BOOT AN D SHOE
RUSSELL MILLS
PRICES:—Full strength, $10; Half strength, $5; Quar
LASTS.
ter strength, $3 per bottle.
C O T T O JX T D U C K .
The principles herein suggested and followed out by
O* Remember! This medicine is designed expressly for
careful and patient reasoning and experiment has now for
y i i E subscribers, having sold these v ery su - the first time been practically and fully developed and ap O bstinate Cases, in which ull other remedies of the kind
erior C o t to n D u c k for several years past, have plied. They produce a BOOT anJ SHOE perfectly com have failed to cure; also that it is warranted as represent
restect , or the price will be refunded.
found that it is considered the best brand now in geueral fortable and' easy at first, no matter how thick or substan edOin’ every
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS! None genuine and
U The H A R D D U C K has been worn on large Schoon tial the soles, nnd the importance of this for predestrian warranted unless purchased directly of Dr. M. at hia
purposes cannot be exaggerated, and conferring advanta R E M E D I A L I N S T I T U T E for S P E C I A L
ers, Yachts, Pilot Boats and has fully proved that it will ges which can be most sensibly appreciated by those who D
IS E A S E S . No. 28 Union Btreet Providence, R. I.
wear longer and “ bag ” lese than other kinds heretofore suffer from tender f e e t .
O* This Specially embrace# all disease® of a Private
iu general use.
Those who have once had an opportunity to test the
both of MEN and WOMEN, by a regularly educat
Ml. Vernon, Cumberland and Cotton Ravens Duck on real advantages of these Philosophically made BOOTS nature
ed physician of twenty years’ practice, giving them his
hand and for sule by
will hardly be reconciled to wear any other. As one ex whole attention.
N. BOYNTON Si CO.,
claims ! “ To all peisons who wish to have a neat fitting
O ’ Consultations by letter or otherwise are strictly
134 Commercial St.,
Boot and one in which they can take solid comfort I confidential, and medicines will be sent by Express, se
Feb. 22, I860.
(91y)
BOSTON.
would say try this Last, and they will cry,
cure Iroin observation, to all parts of the United States.
Also, accommodations for Ladies from abroad wishing
T H E H A L F H A S N O T B E E N T O L D ,”
JU S T R E C E IV E D
for a secure and quiet RETREAT, with good care until
In short, this Last is made to f it the foot.
restored to health.
a m p le B o o t s
C A U T I O N .— It has been estimated, that over Two
A L a rg e a n d F r e s h S to c k o f can be examinedSand
by putting on a Boot any one can b H undred T housand Dollars aie paid to swindling
quacks annually, iu-New England alone, without any ben
but convinced of the decided benefits of the new last.
efit to those who pay it. All this comes from trusting
T h e finewt b r a n d s o f S lo c k are worked at this without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of hon
establishment by the best workmen in the State, and or, character, and skill, and whose only recommenda
satisfaction guaranteed in all cases. All orders filled with tion is their own false and extravagant assertions, in
promptness aud despatch.
praise of themselves If, therefore, you would avoid beA t J . S. HALL & CO.’S,
ing humbugged, take no man’s word, no mutter what his
•Jo T /b in g ,’ of all kinds done with neatness.
are, but MAKE INQUIRY
it will cost yon
P. S. Thankful for tho liberal patronage bestowed pretensions
N o , 3 S p e a r B lo c k .
and may save you many regrets ; for, as advertis
upon him in the past, he hopes by strict attention to busi nothing
Rockland, April 30, 1862.
19tf
ing physicians, in mne cates out of ten are bogus, there is
ness to merit a liberal share in the future.
no salety in trusting any of them, unless you know who
Give him an early Call, at
aud what they are.
O ’ Dr. M. will send fr e e , by enclosing one stamp as
above, a Pbamplet on DISEASES OF WOMEN, and on
No.
4,
Spofford
Block,
up
Stairs.
I n a l l c a s e s , o p N o d x a r g e s M C ade.
Private
Diseases generally, giving full information, with
Bockland, Dec. 19, 1661.
3m52
R. DOW is consulted daily, from 8 a . m. to 8 P. m. as
the most undoubted references and testimonials without
above, upon all difficult and chronic diseases of every
which, no advertising physician or medicine of this kind
name and nature, having by his unwearied attention and
is deserving of ANY CONFIDENCE WHATEVER.
extraoruinary success gained a reputation which calls pa
O - Orders by mail promptly attended to. Write your
1OME NEW AND PRETTY PATTERNS, just opening address plainly, and direct to DR. MATTISON, as above.
tients from all parts of the couutry to obtain advice
) and for sale low by
H. 11. CRIE.
Among the physicians in Boston, none stand higher in
August 22, 1861(ra49)
351y
May 1, 1862.
19tf
the profession than the celeprated DR. DOW, No. 7 End
icott street, Boston. Those who need the services of an
experienced physician aud surgeon should give him a call.
P. S. Dr. Dow impoits and has for sale a new article,
F the beat qualities, aa low aa the lowe.t, by
called the French Secret. Order by mail. Two for $1, rtO \L Tar for sale at the GAS , WORKS on the Point,
H. £1. CRIE.
VJ Sea Street.
aud a red stamp.
May 1, 1862.
lstf
Rockland, Jan. 2 9, 1861.
6tf
April, 1862.
161y

D R Y GQ OD S,

DRUGS AND

T

CHEMICALS,

C E R T A IN CU RE

D

Crockery.

G rass Seeds,

Coal Tar.

O

